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EXT. SPACE

We see the EARTH right as a SPACE SHUTTLE flies up from it,

towards the camera, so that the camera goes through the

window and we see the pilot, FRANKLIN OVALTINE, and his

co-pilot, BONNIE BODACIOUS.

BONNIE

When are you going to let me drive,

Franklin?

FRANKLIN

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious, you may be

the only Miss Universe to build and

fly rocket ships at The Astronaut

Company, but I didn’t get to be the

youngest five star general in world

history by listening to women!

They share a laugh.

BONNIE

Be sure you don’t go up on the

space curb!

FRANKLIN

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious, there’s no

such thing as a space curb!

BONNIE

Then it’s a good thing you didn’t

listen to me!

They share a laugh, and the ethnic character enters the

ship. His name is Luigi Ravioli. He has a big black

moustache and is eating a pizza.

LUIGI

Hey-a General Ovaltine. When-a we

gonna stop-a for more pizza!

FRANKLIN

They don’t have pizza places in

space, Private Ravioli. But don’t

worry. I knew you’d get hungry, so

I packed plenty of pizzas!

LUIGI

Oh! Thanka you, General Ovaltine-a!

BONNIE

What did he say?

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

I don’t know - I don’t speak

Italian.

LUIGI

Mamma mia! What’s a-thata?!

Luigi points to a large asteroid hurtling towards the ship.

We see the crew scream. Then we see the asteroid again. Then

the crew screaming. Then the asteroid again. Then the crew

screaming. Then the asteroid again. Then we see the crew

screaming one last time, and then the asteroid again. Then

we’re on Earth. Franklin’s brother, Hans Ovaltine, who has a

German accent, is on his motorbike, looking up at the sky.

We see the space ship falling from the sky, and can barely

hear Bonnie, Luigi and Franklin screaming. Hans drops his

cigar from his mouth in shock.

HANS

NO! (pause) My cigar!

Hans’s phone rings. We see the display - it says "The

Astronaut Company"

GEN. FORD

(on the phone)

Hans! Franklin needs your help.

HANS

Well well, looks like little old

Franky needs my help. What’s up,

Jimbo?

GEN. FORD

Franklin needs your help!

We see Franklin and Bonnie floating through the spaceship

with Rocket Suits on. A large piece of flaming wreckage

flies towards Luigi. Franklin rockets forward and knocks

Luigi free of the path. Luigi’s shoe comes off and hits the

wreckage, and it EXPLODES three times.

LUIGI

That’s a spicy meatball!

BONNIE

Franklin! We’re out of rocket fuel!

LUIGI

Oh no! I used-a all-a the fuel to

cook-a my pasta!

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

You and your accurately represented

race have doomed us all, Private!

Three pieces of flaming wreckage fly towards the heroes, but

Hans and his motorbike swoop in and rescue them.

HANS

Looks like old Franky needs my

help.

FRANKLIN

Don’t get used to it, big brother.

They share a laugh. Star wipe to a shot of the Oval Office.

Hans’ motorbike falls through the ceiling. The president,

who is Nicolas Cage, is furious.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

You just broke my ceiling. WHAT IS

THIS.

FRANKLIN

I’ve heard of dropping in to see

someone, but this is ridiculous.

Franklin winks at the camera.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Who *are* you?

FRANKLIN

Five Star General Franklin

Ovaltine.

He salutes the President and a piece of the meteor falls

through the hole in the oval office and crushes him.

FRANKLIN

Ehhhhhhhhhhh...

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

That guy. He’s good. Someone get

him a cyborg body.

We then cut through several shots of Franklin’s mangled body

being reformed using a metal suit. They make him a new hand

made entirely of GUNS, and two feet made out of the broken

rocket ship. They mold the chunk of the meteor that crushed

him into a helmet and sword. They fight a large octopus

robot and cut its eye out. We then see the octopus locked

away in the robot zoo in Japan, and then the eye being

attached to Franklin’s face. They also install a self

destruct button.

(CONTINUED)
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Interspersed, we see shots of President Nick Cage and Bonnie

Bodacious looking worried, Gen. Ford is filing paper work

marked "Cyborg Body Creation Mandate" and "Octopus Eye

Release Form". We also see shots of Luigi making and eating

pasta and pizza, as well as his painting business.

This also serves as the credit sequence.

INT. OVALTINE’S HOSPITAL ROOM

We then dissolve to the new cyborgified Franklin Ovaltine

sitting in his hospital room. General Ford is sitting beside

him.

GEN. FORD

We thought we’d lost you.

FRANKLIN

Takes more than a meteor to kill

me, Jim.

GEN. FORD

That meteor killed eight hundred

and six people.

FRANKLIN

People need to be safe from flying

space debris, Jim. I can do that.

GEN. FORD

Don’t be crazy, Frank.

FRANKLIN

No, Jim. Someone has to be crazy.

Someone has to show these meteors

they can’t go crushing AMERICANS.

GEN. FORD

Most of the meteor fragments fell

in Canada, Frank.

FRANKLIN

Oh. Well. They still hurt me pretty

badly. And my left elbow is itchy.

GEN. FORD

Actually, you don’t even have a

left elbow anymore, Frank.

FRANKLIN

NOW I’M EVEN MADDER. AGGGGGH.
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EXT. HOSPITAL

Franklin shoots through the window and aims his gun hand

into space. He shoots blindly and three meteors are struck

fatally, sending them plummeting to Earth, although they

explode midair.

He lands and is out of breath. Gen. Ford and Dr. Scientist

walk up to him. Dr. Scientist is angry.

DR. SCIENTIST

Be careful with your gun hand,

General Ovaltine. If those meteors

hadn’t exploded due to

Gravitational Photons, you’d have

killed even more people.

FRANKLIN

What are you, like the *smartest*
person on Earth or something? Give

me a break, poindexter!

DR. SCIENTIST

Actually...

Dr. Scientist pulls out a business card that reads "Dr. John

Scientist - Seventeen-time Nobel Prize Winner - Smartest

Person on Earth"

DR. SCIENTIST

...I *am*.

FRANKLIN

Well then. Guess it takes two to

tango after all!

DR. SCIENTIST

Now that’s what I call a party.

They share a laugh.

Explosion cut to:

EXT. PRESS CONFERENCE

General Ford and Franklin Ovaltine are at the podium.

GEN. FORD

As you can see, General Ovaltine is

fine, and is clearly more machine

than man, which as we know from

countless movies about rampaging

cyborgs, can only be a good thing.

(CONTINUED)
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The audience applauds. Reporters throw up their hands. Gen.

Ford points to a witty old reporter with a funny hat.

WITTY FUNNY HAT REPORTER

Grimshaw Hooks, North City Times.

So what happens if you say, run out

of batteries?

They share a laugh.

FRANKLIN

I can assure you, I’ll be calling

the folks down at Batteryco as soon

as I get home. Next question.

Franklin picks an annoying-looking woman with glasses and

long badly-dyed purple hair. She looks angry and idealistic

because she is.

ANGRY IDEALIST

I’m Tempest G. Windbreaker with the

Freedom Gazette, and I absolutely

demand to know why this cyborg suit

has not been used to save the

rainforest!

FRANKLIN

Look at it this way, sweetcheeks -

when the meteors start raining

down, and the terrorists all kidnap

you, you’ll sure be screwed if you

want the trees to come save you.

The U.S. Army is the place to be.

He salutes. The crowd applauds, and pushes the Angry

Idealist away. A reporter walks to the front of the crowd.

She has long flowing black hair, wears a trenchcoat and a

big reporter hat and speaks in a smooth voice. Her name is

Delilah.

DELILAH

Name’s O’Villainy. Delilah

O’Villainy. And I’m certainly

curious, Mister Ovaltine... What do

you plan to do with all that raw

electric energy?

FRANKLIN

Well, Miss O’Villainy, we could

always talk this over over dinner

tonight.

(CONTINUED)
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DELILAH

Oh, I’d agree, but my boyfriend’s

in town. Although those fists of

yours look awfully strong...

Franklin salutes.

FRANKLIN

Consider him punched. Next

question.

Page-turn wipe to:

INT. OVALTINE MANSION - FRONT HALL

Caption on screen reads: Ovaltine Mansion, 3:42 PM. Franklin

enters, talking to Bonnie and Luigi.

LUIGI

I still-a don’t get it! This-a

rock-a you save - why is she so

important-a? Is she a some-sorta

secret family recipia?

Franklin laughs.

FRANKLIN

No, my friend, this is part of the

meteor that hit us. Although with

my new robotic powers of visual

eyesight, I find the waves of power

erupting from the fragment quite

intriguing.

BONNIE

Could it be Quantum Ripples, or

Extraneous Tubers?

FRANKLIN

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious, you certainly

seem smart, but you fail to see the

obvious. It’s actually nothing at

all. I was just joking around.

Ahaha.

They share a laugh and Franklin throws the rock into his

living room. The time fades away to nighttime and the rock

begins to glow with blue light. A blue ooze trickles from

it, and forms into a five foot tall humanoid. It then splits

in two, and then in two again.

(CONTINUED)
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BLUE THING #1

What is our objective?

BLUE THING #2

Destroy inhabitants.

BLUE THING #3

Destroy citizens.

BLUE THING #4

Destroy mmmmmm

(It scans with its mind ray)

FRANKLIN OVALTINE.

Dramatic close-up (with dramatic music and dramatic

lighting) on BLUE THING #4. Smash cut to:

INT. DANKY SLUM

Hans Ovaltine is reading a magazine with stains and a big

hole through it, while eating from a can labeled "CAN O’

MEAT" A rat is sitting on his shoulder. His door is blasted

open and a MYSTERIOUS FIGURE with a smooth voice and

trenchcoat walks in.

MYSTERIOUS FIGURE

You’re not General Ovaltine, are

you?

HANS

No, I’m his brother.

MYSTERIOUS FIGURE

I see... judging by the way you

live, it’s no surprise that you

dislike him.

HANS

You can say that again.

MYSTERIOUS FIGURE

It’s no surprise you dislike him.

They share a laugh.

MYSTERIOUS FIGURE

I’m not really a huge fan either,

to be honest. Whaddya say we make a

little... agreement?

(CONTINUED)
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HANS

I say, where do I sign (pause)

partner?

Hans narrows his eyes and smiles at the camera. Fold wipe

to:

EXT. OVALTINE MANSION

Gens. Ford and Ovaltine are walking around the garden in the

back of Ovaltine’s Mansion. He has a tank-shaped fountain,

which has a tank chained to it. General Ford is sharing his

homespun wisdom.

GEN. FORD

I have to say, I’m impressed by the

work they did on you. Especially by

the gun hand.

FRANKLIN

I like to think of it less as a

hand made of guns but more of a

fist I can shoot people with.

GEN. FORD

If I had a nickel for every time

I’d heard that. I like you, Frank.

You might be a rookie in the Five

Star General Club, but you’re a

seasoned veteran in the club that

counts.

OVALTINE

What club is that, Jim?

GEN. FORD

The Cyborg Club, Frank.

Ford takes off a glove to reveal his robotic hand. He

presses a button on it and it transforms into a

flamethrower. He shoots fire in the air and laughs.

GEN. FORD

To be perfectly honest, it wasn’t a

necessary surgery. Just something I

always wanted done. Cost me my

whole lottery winnings.

FRANKLIN

You won the lottery, Jim?

(CONTINUED)
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GEN. FORD

Oh, yeah, plenty-a times. Now that

I’m one day away from retirement, I

can safely look back on my life and

say, I’m the luckiest man in the

whole world.

General Ford disintegrates and then his ashes explode,

sending Franklin Ovaltine flying backwards through his

window. He leaps back through the window and sees four blue

things holding large plasma rifles.

FRANKLIN

You just disintegrated my friend.

Now it’s time for you to learn the

meaning of the word

Beaten-Multiple-Times-Over-The-Head-With-A-Fist-Made-Of-Guns.

BLUE THING #1

Technically, that’s six words.

FRANKLIN

Well. I’m going to punch you in the

face.

BLUE THING #1

We’ll just see about whose face is

punched, Ovaltine!

Blue Thing #1 shoots at the ground below Ovaltine right as

Ovaltine leaps with his rocket feet. He lands behind Blue

Thing #1 and shoots him in the back of the head. He then

rolls him over and punches him in the face, and looks up at

the other three blue things.

FRANKLIN

Who’s next?

BLUE THING #2

Silly human. You’ll be no match for

the mother ship when it arrives.

FRANKLIN

Silly alien. I’ve got my tank.

BLUE THING #2

Silly human. We sabotaged your

mighty TANK last night. AHAHA!

The tank chained to the fountain suddenly accelerates,

plowing over Blue Thing #4 and knocking over part of

Ovaltine’s house. Ovaltine shoots at Blue Thing #3 and he

explodes.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Nuclear bullets. Want a taste, Blue

buddy?

BLUE THING #2

Actually, I was always more of a

chocolatier myself.

FRANKLIN

You take that back.

BLUE THING #2

Soon it won’t even matter. For the

Earth shall be ours. Property of

the Planet Alien! Have a nice

IMPLOSION, General.

The Blue Thing presses a button on his belt and vanishes in

a flash. The tank explodes and half of Ovaltine’s house

falls with it. Ovaltine smirks knowingly and takes out a

remote.

FRANKLIN

Luckily, I always keep a spare tank

handy.

The stone on the tank fountain crumbles, revealing a TANK. A

man steps out of it, resembling Franklin but with more

cyborg attachments, a bigger gun and a scar across his

remaining eye. It is FUTURE OVALTINE.

FRANKLIN

Who... who are you? Why were you

hiding in my spare tank?

FUTURE OVALTINE

Don’t you know me, Past Franklin?

I’m you. From the near future. And

you’re about to make a big mistake.

Don’t go into the cave after Luigi.

He’s already dead at that point,

and there’s nothing you can do to

save him.

FRANKLIN

The... cave?

FUTURE OVALTINE

Here. Take this.

FUTURE OVALTINE hands FRANKLIN a gun.

(CONTINUED)
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FUTURE OVALTINE

This is no ordinary gun, Past

Franklin. This is a Spikesplosion

Gun. Anyone you shoot with this gun

will turn into metal spikes and

explode. It’s part of our future

technology, and the reason I

escaped into the past. You cannot

use this gun under any

circumstances.

FRANKLIN

I promise.

FUTURE OVALTINE

Now I’m off to live the rest of my

life as a railroad captain in the

1980s, like we always dreamed.

FRANKLIN

How did you know! That’s always

been a dream of mine!

Future Ovaltine puts his hand on Ovaltine’s shoulder.

FUTURE OVALTINE

One day you’ll understand, Past

Franklin. One day. TIME TRAVEL GO.

He time travels away to the eighties, and Ovaltine examines

the Spikesplosion Gun, and then Ford’s ashes.

FRANKLIN

I won’t let you down, General Ford.

You were like a father to me. I

must avenge your death. And so, I

swear, with God as my witness, that

I’m going to shoot those aliens so

hard they’re going to die alot!!

Dramatic build in the music, and spikesplosion Cut to:

ESTABLISHING SHOT: PENTAGON

Zoom out from a shot of a waving American flag to see the

Pentagon. Franklin is parking his tank.
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INT. PENTAGON WAR ROOM

Franklin approaches the Brigadier General - a hardened

veteran with a scar over his eye and a hook for a hand. We

see his name-tag close up. His name is Maverick Iceman. We

pan across the room to see several other delegates from

around the world - one is a Mexican wearing a large

sombrero, a Frenchman with a beret and mustache, and then a

bunch marked "Other".

B.G. ICEMAN

General Ovaltine. Did you find your

way here alright?

FRANKLIN

Luckily, I was able to modify my

tank to fly here. But now it’s

broken so I can’t do that again.

B.G. ICEMAN

We’ll see what our tank scientists

can do. Now, tell us about the

aliens you saw, Franklin.

FRANKLIN

They came out of the meteor,

Brigadier. They looked like they

multiplied by splitting in two.

B.G. ICEMAN

Good god. Osmosis!

FRANKLIN

I’m afraid so, Brigadier.

B.G. ICEMAN

I just can’t believe that aliens

exist... and now they’ve come to

Earth without so much as a warning

sign.

FRANKLIN

Well, you can bet my robot eye

they’re here, and we need to attack

them soon, before they get the

chance to attack us. The best

defense is a good offense. And I

often find that the best offense is

a fist made of guns.

Franklin flexes his arm and his gun hand clicks repeatedly.

(CONTINUED)
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B.G. ICEMAN

Calm down, General. We’ve been

tracking these aliens for 500

years, ever since they first

visited the White House. We know a

few of their maneuvers... but they

just might know a few of ours.

FRANKLIN

Well...

Franklin re-flexes his arm, and his gun hand clicks.

FRANKLIN

They haven’t been acquainted with

General Franklin Ovaltine.

B.G. ICEMAN

Or your new partner, General.

FRANKLIN

Partner?! I work alone!

B.G. ICEMAN

Now, you. I’ve got to make sure you

do things by the book. I can’t have

you rampaging around with your

cyborg gun hand shooting off at

every Tom, Dick and Harry McGee

that strikes your ever-loving

fancy, Franklin! It’s time for you

to face the truth - no man in this

United States Army works alone.

That’s the value of friendship! The

very meaning of the word. So either

you take a partner, or you hand in

your General’s badge to me,

soldier.

The door swings open.

B.G. ICEMAN

Ah, here she is now.

FRANKLIN

SHE! It’s a woman! Iceman, you

can’t be serious!

Through the door, enter DELILAH O’VILLAINY. She is carrying

two really big machine guns. She throws off her large hat

and trenchcoat, and looks seductively at the two generals.

(CONTINUED)
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DELILAH

Serious has nothing do with it,

stud.

B.G. ICEMAN

Wow. Now I wish I was the one whose

house had been attacked by aliens.

FRANKLIN

Tell me about it.

(To Delilah:)

I thought you said you were a

reporter, O’Villainy.

DELILAH

I’m a secret agent with the Patriot

Agency of Freedom. I needed to know

if I could trust you. Now I know I

can... partner.

She turns to walk away, putting her hat back on as she does.

FRANKLIN

How do I know you’re who you say

you are?

She turns around, and lowers her hat.

DELILAH

You don’t.

Strobe light cut to:

INT. BONNIE BODACIOUS’S APARTMENT

Bonnie’s apartment is a pink-walled home with computers and

mechanical things everywhere. On top of the computers are

her awards and sashes from winning various beauty pageants,

and a large framed picture of her, Luigi, Gen. Ford and

Franklin standing on the top of a mountain holding an

American flag aloft. Luigi is holding up a slice of pizza.

Bonnie is sitting on her couch watching the news, and eating

ice cream when a knock is heard at the door. She gets up to

open it and it is Luigi.

LUIGI

Ah! Bonnie, good-a to see you’re-a

home-a. I have come-a to tell you I

love you!

(CONTINUED)
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BONNIE

What?!

LUIGI

I -

We follow Luigi’s gaze across the room to notice several

pictures of Franklin, many in heart-shaped frames. He

finally rests on the mountain picture, and the camera zooms

in on the pizza. He then runs forward to try to take the

pizza from the picture.

BONNIE

Silly Luigi, you can eat a picture

of pizza!

LUIGI

Oh-a so sorry, Bonnie. In-a-ma

country, we only have-a the

paintings on ceilings!

BONNIE

Well, good thing you’re not very

tall!

They share a laugh.

LUIGI

Wait! You’re in love... with

FRANKLIN OVALTINE!

We zoom in on his shocked face and the screen breaks like

glass, cutting to:

EXT. PENTAGON

Franklin flies via his rocket feet and lands next to Agent

Delilah O’Villainy who is holding a small pistol with the

phrase MADE IN SOVIET RUSSIA on it. We zoom in on the

pistol, and a large marker comes on screen and circles it

like it’s a sports game. Then we cut to a shot of Franklin.

FRANKLIN

Brigadier General Iceman said that

a group of crazy robbers called The

Wild Sixty-Five are coming to steal

everything from the Pentagon Gift

Shop, and then burn it which is

illegal.

(CONTINUED)
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DELILAH

Not to mention against the law.

FRANKLIN

Exactly, O’Villainy. You

understand, don’t you? I wonder why

they call them the Wild Sixty-Five,

though.

DELILAH

Maybe they’re all really old, but

really bad guys at the same time.

FRANKLIN

But Delilah! We can’t hurt the

elderly! We have to respect them!

DELILAH

Not if I can help it.

She clicks her gun and fires into the air.

DELILAH

COME AND GET ME YOU OLD JERKS.

Just then, an old 1920s biplane flies through the sky and

drops sixty-five jungle animals in Soviet uniforms.

FRANKLIN

How did they know we were here?!

Delilah looks at her gun, and we see the other side of it -

there is a camera attached.

DELILAH

I should have known! My gun was

Made in Russia!

She looks at the camera.

DELILAH

But you already knew that, didn’t

you?

She winks. She turns back to the animals and pulls out her

two rocket launchers that we didn’t notice before, but were

behind her the whole time. Then we hear thunder in the

distance.

DELILAH

Oh no. This is one rocket launch

that’s not going to be delayed by

weather patterns!

(CONTINUED)
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Delilah fires six shots at a group of monkeys riding an

elephant and they are knocked off and run away, their mind

control chips knocked loose.

FRANKLIN

You knocked loose their mind

control chips! They’re working for

someone else! It must be the

aliens!

DELILAH

Of course. Like you said earlier,

the aliens were holding a briefcase

marked Mind Control Chips for the

Wild Sixty-Five!

FRANKLIN

Of course!

He aims his gun hand at a tiger, who leaps and mauls him.

DELILAH

No! Franklin!

Another tiger leaps at her, this one with a kangaroo with a

machine gun on its back.

Static cut to:

INT. BONNIE BODACIOUS’S APARTMENT

We see Bonnie’s TV, where a helicopter is capturing the

footage of Delilah and Franklin being attacked by the tigers

and the machine gun kangaroo.

BONNIE

No! Luigi, we’ve gotta help them!

We then see Luigi has fallen asleep on her couch, holding a

cookbook close to his chest marked "Mama’s Recipes"

BONNIE

Noooooooooo!!!

She leaps from the window and luckily lands in a truck

marked "Pillows", then leaps from that one into a truck

marked "Trampolines", and bounces to the next building.
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EXT. PENTAGON

We see Franklin wrestling with the tiger, and then removing

its mind control chip. It goes off and lays down peacefully

with the other tiger, who has already been de-controlled. We

see Delilah being beaten up by the kangaroo.

FRANKLIN

Look, O’Villainy, you’re never

going to find that kangaroo’s chip!

He’s just pure evil on his own!

We see a close of the kangaroo’s eyes which narrow. He

laughs to himself and kicks Delilah and then runs away,

laughing manically, firing his machine gun in the air.

The biplane revs overhead once more and Franklin leaps into

the air and grabs it with one hand, grabbing Delilah with

the other. He flings her over the side of the plane, and we

see a shot where her hair is cut only slightly by the

propellor in slow motion. She lands behind the pilot who is

both a Russian General and a zebra.

IVAN VON ZEBRA

Ach! Der lieberstein! Getten the

oot!

The zebra presses the "Auto-Biplane" button and backflips

over Delilah. She shoots at him with a rocket, but in slow

motion he does a 360 kick and sends it flying away into the

distance. He kicks her, sending her to the side of the

plane, which then tilts from the sudden change in weight. He

runs over and goes to bite her hand but she is already

behind him, and throws him to the ground, where she holds

him there. Suddenly, an eagle with a blinking mind control

chip swoops down and scratches Delilah, allowing the zebra

to go free. The eagle loses sight of its goal though, and

then turns back to see a small red balloon floating in front

of it. It screams and hits it, and explodes in a fiery

crash.

Back on the plane, the zebra headbutts Delilah, and his mind

control chip gets stuck to her. He then falls off the plane,

and lands on the ground, exploding in a fiery crash.

IVAN VON ZEBRA

Noooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo!!

Franklin climbs up the plane to see Delilah standing with

her rocket launcher pointed at him.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Delilah! What are you doing!

DELILAH

Destroyen von Ovaltine

Franklinstein! Destroyen von

Ovaltine Franklinstein!

FRANKLIN

Delilah! What are you doing!

DELILAH

I am under mind. Control it is

very. Nice and I am. Going to kill

you. Dead.

FRANKLIN

Delilah! What are you doing!

She fires the rocket and Franklin runs forward, and grabs

the rocket, riding it so it hits the plane’s cockpit. He

lets go at the last second, though and lands beside Delilah,

and rips off the mind control chip.

DELILAH

Thanks, Frank. I owe you one.

FRANKLIN

The way I see it, you owe me

*sixty-five*!

DELILAH

Oh! Like the number of animals that

just attacked us! I get it!

They share a laugh, then we see a close-up of Franklin’s

serious face. Then Delilah’s serious face. It then becomes

clear to the audience that they are serious.

FRANKLIN

This is serious.

Franklin grabs Delilafh and activates his rocket feet,

flying into the night, where they slowly fall in silhouette

visible across the moon.

We see them up close.

FRANKLIN

Wait, but whatever happened to the

missile that the zebra kicked away?
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We see Bonnie on the ground, watching them fall. She is

holding a frying pan, ready to fight, just as a missile

falls towards her. She holds up the frying pan, and there is

a loud explosion. The screen turns to ash, and flakes away

to:

INT. BONNIE’S HOSPITAL ROOM

Bonnie wakes up to see a manual on the table next to her -

it says CYBORG BODIES FOR DUMMIES - DEALING WITH BEING

HALF-ROBOT. Dr. Scientist walks in with Franklin Ovaltine

and Delilah O’Villainy. They are wearing medals that say

HERO on them.

FRANKLIN

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious! You almost

got yourself killed!

They share a laugh.

BONNIE

Good thing I was holding that

frying pan!

DR. SCIENTIST

Yes, indeed, Ms. Bodacious. Say, is

there a Mr. Bodacious?

He raises and lowers his eyebrows multiple times

suggestively.

BONNIE

No, but I think there might be one

in the future...

She looks at Franklin and smiles.

FRANKLIN

Oh! That reminds me! Delilah and I

have something to tell everyone...

or should I say, Mrs. Ovaltine and

I?

Delilah shows the whole room a golden ring, but for some

reason, dark, suspenseful music plays. We zoom in slowly

on the ring, to reveal that on the side, in tiny letters it

says "MADE IN SOVIET RUSSIA." There is a tiny camera as well

which is flashing. The flash serves as the cut to:
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INT. ALIEN PENTAGON - WAR ROOM

We see the same flashing, but zoom out to see it is a panel

marked "SPY TRACKER DEVICE RING" in the alien pentagon on

the Planet Alien.

The alien pentagon is the same as the Earth one, except

instead of the American flag, it has the Soviet Russian one,

and instead of generals, there are weird blue blob people.

BLUE THING #2

Our plant has been placed. Soon we

shall unveil the ultimate weapon.

The suspensful music grows.

BLUE THING #3

Blue Thing #1 will not have died in

vain.

WITTY BLUE THING

Whereas, Franklin Ovaltine is going

to die in PAIN.

They share a laugh.

WITTY BLUE THING

With his parts scattered from here

to SPAIN.

They share a laugh.

WITTY BLUE THING

Hopefully hit by a TRAIN.

They share a laugh.

BLUE THING #4

It is time to unveil THE PLAN OF

PLANS.

Pixelation cut to:

NEWS FOOTAGE - ALL OVER AMERICA

We see several shots of flying saucers over America. Several

missing persons reports are shown, and we see footage of a

Blue Thing robbing a convenience store with a ski mask over

his face. His girlfriend is waiting in the getaway vehicle,

smoking. Four flying saucers steal the heads from Mount

Rushmore, while one lands, and crushes the head of the

Statue of Liberty, taking it over as a robot body. We see a

(CONTINUED)
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shot of Franklin Ovaltine and Delilah shooting at the

Statue, which is hit in the heart and falls. We then cut

back to the reporter who has been speaking the whole time:

REPORTER

(mostly voice-over)

Reports of mysterious flying saucer

UFOs have been reported all over

this fair land of liberty this

week, after a manifesto was sent to

the U.S. Pentagon stating that

aliens were about to invade.

Landmarks are being desecrated, and

even some, used as weapons to fight

our own cities. Luckily, super

cyborg soldier Franklin Ovaltine

and his wife, Agent Deliliah

Ovaltine-O’Villainy, have fought

off the aliens gallantly, but are

we doomed to a fiery death by these

blue things? Chim Richalds has the

story.

We see Chim Richalds, who is on the street.

CHIM RICHALDS

Thank you. I’m here on the streets

asking everyday citizens what they

think of the alien invasion, and

what they would do to stop it. Say,

you everyday citizen, what do you

have to say?

It is General Ford.

GEN. FORD

I say the aliens have as much right

to invade as anyone. But the U.S.

Army’s not to going to stand by

while those blue jerks turn Lady

Liberty into a house-crushing

puppet!

CHIM RICHALDS

What would you do if you were a

General in the United States Army

right now.

GEN. FORD

Well... I am!

They share a laugh. Gen. Ford walks away, and Chim Richalds

moves on to Bonnie Bodacious, who has been shopping, as

(CONTINUED)
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evidenced by her bags marked Lady Cyborg Boutique. This is

the first time we see her full robot body, so we pan up from

the ground slowly. It is pretty much the same as Franklin’s

except more feminine.

CHIM RICHALDS

Say, are you Bonnie Bodacious?

BONNIE

Why, yes, yes I am. Are you Chim

Richalds?

CHIM RICHALDS

Why, yes, yes I am. What are your

thoughts on the recent alien

invasions, seeing as your old

friend, Five-Star General and

cyborg Franklin Ovaltine is out

there punching and kicking and

shooting for freedom.

BONNIE

Franklin who, that’s what I have to

say. And I certainly don’t care

that he’s married to that...

that... woman!!

She storms off, and the camera follows her as she goes into

a combination ice cream-shoe store.

CHIM RICHALDS

As you can see, the alien invasion

is hard on everyone especially-

The screen goes to static, then to one of the multicolored

beep screens, then a picture of the Alien leader - Blue

Thing #0.

BLUE THING #0

People of Earth! We have come to

make our demands! We will stop

desecrating your United States if

you allow us to eat the people from

three of your fifty-nine United

States!

A phone rings.

BLUE THING #0

And if you do not... uh... give me

a minute here.

He takes out his cell phone and presses the button.

(CONTINUED)
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BLUE THING #0

Hello?

The screen splits in half, and we see B.G ICEMAN in the

Pentagon war room on the other side.

B.G. ICEMAN

Hello. Is this Blue Thing Zero?

BLUE THING #0

Yes, who’s this?

B.G. ICEMAN

This is Brigadier General Maverick

Iceman, manager of the Pentagon!

BLUE THING #0

Our forefathers told tales of you,

Iceman. It is as the legend

foretold, but our demands are

simple...

EXT. HIGHWAY

We see Franklin Ovaltine and Delilah standing on the edge of

a building, watching as Blue Thing #0 and Blue Thing

Cameraman film the ransom message underneath an overpass.

Franklin is listening on his own phone, which is in his left

forearm.

BLUE THING #0

(on the phone)

...we wish to eat the citizens of

Texas, North Carolina, and D.C.

B.G. ICEMAN

(on the phone)

Surely you mean B.C., the place in

Canada, and not our capital!

BLUE THING #0

(on the phone)

We do not wish to eat anyone from

Canada. Our scientists show the

quantity of donuts and moose meat

within their bodies would

degelatinize our yoctoseconds.

DELILAH

Do you have the trace?

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Yes, they’re right there.

DELILAH

Right under our noses! Right where

an alien would be!

FRANKLIN

Bad news. These aliens want to eat

us, Delilah.

DELILAH

Not... Cannibal Aliens!

FRANKLIN

No. Worse. Cannibal Aliens from

*Outer Space*!

DELILAH

What... what are we going to do?

Franklin charges his gun hand and runs to the edge of the

building.

FRANKLIN

We have a car chase.

He turns to shoot a grappling hook from his foot which wraps

around Delilah. He jumps and they fall towards Franklin’s

back-up tank, which they are then seated and seatbelt in,

because it has Auto-Seatbelt.

DELILAH

Is that Auto-Seatbelt?

FRANKLIN

Yes. It also has Rocket Wheels.

He presses the Rocket Wheels button and it activates the

Rocket Wheels. The tank hovers above the ground.

It then tilts forward and shoots towards where the aliens

are recording their ransom tape.

BLUE THING #0

And furthermore... WHAAA!!

Blue Thing #0 runs out of the way of the tank, just in time

to avoid being splattered. We see the inside of the tank

where Franklin Ovaltine’s finger hovers above a big red

button marked GUN.

(CONTINUED)
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BLUE THING #0

Run, run, run!

Blue Thing #0 pushes Cameraman blue thing towards a tiny red

electric car.

BLUE THING #0

Is this really the best car we

have?

CAMERAMAN BLUE THING

It’s good for the environment!

Blue Thing #0 punches Cameraman Blue Thing out of the car,

and presses a button on his Communication Device. A

motorcycle appears in front of him and he gets on, revs the

engine, and escapes.

We see Franklin’s finger press the gun button. A large

missile shoots from the barrel of the tank and hits the

ground right below the missile, causing a massive explosion.

The motorcycle is hit at the back and flips multiple times

before landing on its wheels and driving away.

Franklin’s tank rockets upward with its Rocket Wheels and

flies towards the motorbike. We see Franklin and Delilah

inside, right as we hear a sputter.

FRANKLIN

Looks like Luigi used all our fuel

AGAIN. That silly Luigi!

They share a laugh.

We see the outside of the tank, as it hits the ground,

landing directly on top of a sports car. The sports car then

bursts through the shell of the tank, with Delilah driving

and Franklin holding a gigantic Gatling gun. We see the shot

of them driving away as the tank explodes in the distance.

FRANKLIN

Now that’s what I call animal

magnetism!

They roar past the camera, and towards the motorbike. Blue

Thing #0 turns his head all the way around to look at them,

and as a result does not notice an off ramp. He swerves to

avoid it, and accidentally splits into two Blue Thing #0s,

each riding half a motorbike.

DELILAH

Looks like they’re trying to split.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Well, we’ll show them who’s top

banana around here!

Franklin shoots the gatling gun at one of the Blue Things

while Delilah chases the other. The Getting-Shot Blue Thing

gets shot several times, but simply shrugs it off and keeps

going. Franklin turns to Delilah.

FRANKLIN

I’ve only got one bullet left!

DELILAH

I have a plan. Shoot at the ground

in three, two, one!

Franklin pulls the trigger and the camera follows the bullet

as it flies through a vent in the highway, towards the

subway tunnel, where it richochets and hits the

SELF-DESTRUCT button on the subway car. The subway car

explodes, as well as the structure above it - which is the

off-ramp that the Getting-Shot Blue Thing is on. Except when

the Blue Thing explodes, it is blue. We see the intercom

appear on a flip-panel in the car. It is the remaining part

of Blue Thing #0

BLUE THING #0

Muahahaha! You will never catch me

with my superior ALIEN evasion

techniques. Not to mention I have

one thing you don’t.

FRANKLIN

What... what’s that?

BLUE THING #0

Your TANK.

We see it rise from behind Ovaltine and Delilah - The tank

from before has been fixed up and now has helicopter blades

on it, as the Rocket Wheels have blown up. It is being

driven by several Blue Things, and is in hot pursuit of the

sports car.

BLUE THING #0

It’s seeming like the hunter is

become the hunted, Mr. Ovaltine.

Muahahahaha.

Blue Thing #0 cuts off the communication, and we see him

swerve his motorbike around and dismount it. He picks it up

and it transforms into a rocket launcher, which he points at

the car. We see a close up of his trigger finger. Then a

(CONTINUED)
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close-up of Ovaltine’s eyes. Then a slow motion shot of

Delilah yelling NO! Then an extended shot of the tank-copter

flying lazily through the sky. Then a sudden unexpected cut

back to the trigger finger as Blue Thing #0 shoots. But it

isn’t a rocket launcher. As he shoots it, it creates a thin

liquid bubble around him, and turns into a spiky metal

crown. It’s symbolism. The bubble floats up into the air and

straight through the tank-copter.

We see Delilah swerve the car to avoid hitting another car,

as the tank-copter looms in the background. It fires

something high into the air, which then lands right in front

of the sports car. They stop sharp, and realize - it is a

motorbike.

FRANKLIN

That was a close one. I mean, I’ve

heard of raining cats and dogs, but

never flaming motorcycles. And they

certainly never mention the

involvement of alien cannibals,

that’s for sure!

DELILAH

We have to avoid the helicopter. Is

it true that you have a helicopter

destroyer ray?

FRANKLIN

Right! I do! In my left index

finger, but I didn’t charge it.

Does this car have a neutron

generator?

DELILAH

You bet your robotic squid eye it

does. I installed it last week.

Franklin pulls a cord from the dashboard and plugs in his

hand.

FRANKLIN

Let’s just hope my hand is fuel

efficient!

They share a laugh. An explosion blows up the side of the

bridge beside them. Then it does it again to be even more

threatening. Franklin’s hand makes a charging sound and he

unplugs.

FRANKLIN

Eat HELICOPTER DESTROYER RAY, my

dear alien pals!

(CONTINUED)
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He points at the tank-copter and a laser shoots from his

finger. It hits the tank-copter and electricity surrounds

it, disintegrating the chopper blades. It falls from the sky

and lands, driving even faster towards the Ovaltines.

DELILAH

No! It only works on full-choppers,

not half-choppers! It’s still a

tank! We’re doomed forever and

going to die!

FRANKLIN

I should have known! I should have

bought a Helicopter Destroyer Ray

made in America, rather than some

godforsaken foreign country where

they eat mummies and pray to water!

When will I ever learn?!

DELILAH

Don’t lose hope yet! There’s still

one more chance - the Freedom

Offramp!

The music swells to a beautiful, reflective tune, because

this is a emotion scene, and it needs music so that the

audience knows that they should be feeling emotion.

FRANKLIN

That’s why I married you, Delilah.

When it is dark, you can always see

the light, even when there is no

light because it’s dark.

DELILAH

Before I met you, there was no

light. The only light was the sun,

which seemed like darkness before I

met you, because it was not light

cause I didn’t know you yet.

Because you are my light, even when

it’s pitch black outside.

FRANKLIN

Aw.

They smile at each other and the music stops being

emotional. The car picks up speed towards the Freedom

Offramp - it is a brightly lit white offramp with golden

signs, and a stadium beside it, wherein a choir is

practicing with an orchestra.

Franklin and Delilah turn to see if the tank is still

following them but it is not.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Is this a trap, do you think?

DELILAH

No, the Freedom Off-ramp is too

well guarded, the aliens would

never be able to stage a trap

there! There’s just no way in any

chance ever.

FRANKLIN

Good point. Punch it.

We see a close-up of Delilah’s face. She smirks all

evil-like. We realize she’s evil. We then see Franklin, who

is looking the other way and whistling happily. He does not

realize she’s evil.

They pass the Freedom Offramp entrance and the tank raises

on an elevator from the street, blocking their way.

FRANKLIN

Turn around! Go back!

DELILAH

No.

FRANKLIN

What? Delilah?

DELILAH

I said no.

She presses a button on the car which causes it to

disintegrate fully, leaving her standing there, holding a

gun to Franklin’s head. An army of Blue Things walk in and

surround them.

FRANKLIN

You were... my light!

DELILAH

Then it’s time for you to lighten

up!

We see a bright flash - and we realize where Franklin is -

the Arctic. His gun hand is missing. There are tank tread

marks leading away, but he is all alone. Zoom out really far

to see the whole Earth (he is in Canada), then see a shot of

him from the waist up.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Looks like I’m in -

Iris out, pausing on Franklin’s face.

FRANKLIN

For some chill time.

Music cue. Iris out.

End of Act One.

ESTABLISHING SHOT: PENTAGON

Act Two.

Zoom out from a shot of a waving American flag to see the

Pentagon. Delilah is walking in.

INT. PENTAGON WAR ROOM

Delilah enters. She has Franklin’s gun hand, and throws it

down on the table.

DELILAH

Franklin’s dead.

B.G. ICEMAN

Oh my holy... no. How could this

be?

Delilah turns to the camera and smiles slyly. She wrings her

hands and has shifty eyes.

DELILAH

He... uh... exploded. Yeah. That’s

it. Exploded. Alot.

B.G. ICEMAN

Then he died the way he lived. He

would have wanted it any other way.

Iceman picks up the hand, and examines it.

B.G. ICEMAN

Call up President Cage. I want this

image on every new American flag

printed!

(CONTINUED)
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ENSIGN

Yes, sir!

EXT. ARCTIC PLAIN

We see FRANKLIN OVALTINE on the arctic plain. Luckily, he

has a parka now. We see a close-up of his eyes. They look

left. We see a polar bear moving slowly towards him. Then we

see his eyes again. They look right. The coast is clear. His

eyes look left. The coast is clear. His eyes look right.

There is a polar bear, closer. It rears up on its hind legs

and roars.

FRANKLIN

No! It’s far too much for me to

BEAR!

The polar bear charges towards him and he goes to point his

gun hand at it, but realizes he no longer has a gun hand.

FRANKLIN

And there’s no one around to lend

me a HAND!

He braces for impact. The polar bear leaps and suddenly a

fast person in a parka karate kicks its head off, revealing

it is a robot. The headless robot polar bear slides across

the ice. The camera rotates to see the karate kicker - AKIRA

TIGERBLOOD - an old eskimo warrior with nothing to lose -

with the headless robot polar bear in the background.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

I’m Akira Tigerblood.

The polar bear explodes. Akira Tigerblood does not blink.

Ice shatter cut to:

INT. AKIRA TIGERBLOOD’S LOG FORTRESS

Akira Tigerblood leads Franklin into his log fortress, when

his butler - a penguin - comes to take their coats.

PENGUIN

I say. Lovely day today.

FRANKLIN

What did he say?

(CONTINUED)
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AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

I don’t know - I don’t speak

penguin.

The penguin walks off, and Akira Tigerblood pulls out a

sword, spinning around to hold it to Franklin’s neck.

Franklin rolls out of the way and holds the penguin as a

shield.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

You’re good. What is your name,

son?

FRANKLIN

I’m General Franklin Ovaltine,

cyborg defender of Earth! But I was

betrayed by my wife and banished to

the Arctic.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

And attacked by a robotic polar

bear. You’ve had a rough day.

FRANKLIN

That reminds me. I want you to

teach me how to karate.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

I can’t teach you that. Only by

unlocking your own heart can you

learn how to karate. However, until

then - I can teach you how to kung

fu.

FRANKLIN

Good. But I’m going to need a new

robot hand - mine was stolen my

wife when I was banished to the

Arctic.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

I think I’ve got just the thing.

Akira Tigerblood walks into his trophy room, which we see is

full of things he has killed over the years. There is a

bear, a stegosaurus, a hamster, a Nazi, one of the Blue

Things, the Angry Idealist from Act One, a vampire, and a

tree with an angry face carved in it.

He cuts a limb off of the angry tree, and turns around. When

he turns back around a second later, it is whittled into a

hand.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

How did you do that!

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

I was taught carving by a guy named

Picasso. Perhaps you’ve heard of

him.

Akira Tigerblood walks away, giving Franklin the hand.

Franklin looks on in awe.

Earthquake cut to:

INT. BONNIE BODACIOUS’S APARTMENT

Luigi and Bonnie are watching the television - on the

screen, we see B.G. Iceman and Deliliah O’Villainy at a

press conference.

B.G. ICEMAN

Franklin Ovaltine, the lone

defender of Earth with a heart of

robotic gold, has died today. And

we honor his memory. With this new

American flag.

Delilah holds up the flag with the cyborg hand on it. But

the camera zooms in further - she is pointing a gun towards

Iceman!

Luigi is not looking, eating a gigantic bowl of spaghetti.

Bonnie notices and points at the screen frantically.

We see the screen again.

B.G. ICEMAN

As meteors, blue aliens and

mind-controlled zoo animals rampage

across the world, we have no choice

but to surrender.

We see Luigi again.

LUIGI

Oh no-a! Not-a the surrender! I

don’t want to be food-o for aliens!

He looks left, but Bonnie is no longer there.

LUIGI

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious!
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EXT. SPACE

Bonnie Bodacious rockets off with her rocket feet of the

Earth, somersaults and cartwheels mid-jump and dives back

down towards Washington.

EXT. WASHINGTON STREETS

Bonnie flies low to the ground on a street, with gangsters

and Blue Things shooting at her. She looks up and sees an

old lady with a baby carriage crossing the street. She

punches the ground with her robotic fist and slows herself

down stopping right as she reaches the old lady.

OLD LADY

You crazy youngin! Watch where

you’re going!

She hits Bonnie with her purse, and then her "baby" jumps

out of the carriage - it is Blue Thing #4.

BLUE THING #4

I’ll tell where you’re going! To

live in the human zoo on the Planet

Alien!

OLD LADY

My baby was an alien! Oh no! Kill

it! Kill it now!

She hits Blue Thing #4 with her purse and Bonnie leaps at

the alien, shooting it with her gun-hand. The Blue Thing

flies backwards and hits a building, denting it severely. We

see from high above as Bonnie leaps into the air, and the

building and entire city block explodes below her. She flies

away and we see a crater that has been created - an alien

ship flies out of it and follows her.

Bonnie uses her telescope eye to look ahead, where she sees

the Press Conference continuing. Her telescope eye also lets

her hear what B.G. Iceman is saying.

B.G. ICEMAN

And so, I’d like to present our new

friend, and head chef of the Alien

Planet Revolution from Outer Space,

Blue Thing #0.

The audience claps, and Blue Thing #0 takes the stage.

Bonnie flies faster, and pulls out a rocket launcher. She

shoots it and the camera follows the rocket and we see from

its point of view as it flies towards the press conference.

(CONTINUED)
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It stops in an alley near the press conference and sneaks

through the crowd.

We see from over Blue Thing #0’s gelatinous blue shoulder as

he notices the rocket hiding in the crowd, and uses his

disintegrating laser vision to melt it into rocket juice.

WITTY FUNNY HAT REPORTER

Now that’s what I call a systemic

anamoly!

They share a laugh.

We see Bonnie Bodacious in the distance, getting closer to

the press conference. She turns off her rocket feet and

dives into the pavement, disappearing. Suddenly, she leaps

out of the podium and kicks Blue Thing #0 in the face. She

turns and points her gun hand at Delilah O’Villainy, but she

is holding a black light, which she points at Bonnie,

freezing her solid.

BONNIE

A black light - my one weakness! It

demagnetizes my robotics and

conducts my neon arithmetic

circuits!

DELILAH

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious - your

technobabble can’t save you now!

B.G. Iceman leaps up behind Delilah and picks her up,

swinging her around once and sending her flying into the

horizon. She lands in the cockpit of the alien ship that had

been following Bonnie and pilots it away. B.G. Iceman turns

to Blue Thing #0 and pulls a flamethrower out of his pocket,

causing Blue Thing to rocket into the air and explode into a

blue firework.

BONNIE

So they have a weakness too.

B.G. ICEMAN

Fire is the key. Ironic, isn’t it.

BONNIE

Indeed as in as much as it is

indeed.

B.G. ICEMAN

We’ll have to go away into hiding

somewhere. Find Luigi, Sammy, and

Sgt. and Mrs. Thortonson. We’ll

(MORE)
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B.G. ICEMAN (cont’d)
need their expertise when it comes

to fighting aliens.

BONNIE

Oh no! Not aliens!

B.G. ICEMAN

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious, you just

fought the aliens! Didn’t you

notice?

They share a laugh. But then suspensful music plays. We zoom

past them to see a gigantic robot hiding behind a small

tree. On its forehead are the words MADE IN SOVIET RUSSIA.

The camera zooms in on those words and pans across them so

that no-one will miss them cause they’ll be important later.

Soviet-flag-waving-cut to:

EXT. ARCTIC PLAIN

Franklin Ovaltine is thrown to the ground and water is

thrown on him, freezing him instantly. He struggles to get

up and Akira Tigerblood lands next to him - he is wearing a

ninja costume and carrying a gigantic axe which he holds to

Franklin’s neck.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

I win again, General. You must

release the kungfu within before

you may access the kungfu without.

Embrace your inner sanctum and

then, unleash its temple grainery.

FRANKLIN

Of course! It’s so obvious!

He turns on his rocket feet, melting the ice and sending him

flying into the air. He turns off his rocket feet and dives

straight into Akira Tigerblood, sending them tumbling

through a powdery snowbank. When they emerge, Franklin is

wearing the ninja costume and holding the giant axe while

Akira is wearing a butler uniform. The penguin butler

waddles after them, now in Franklin’s Battle Parka.

FRANKLIN

Looks like *I* win again, Akira

Tigerblood.

(CONTINUED)
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AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Yes but do you know the

fundamentals of your training? How

many steps does it take to pull off

the Stabby McGee, ancient ritual of

the Chinese Gods?

FRANKLIN

Trick question. The Stabby McGee

consists solely of a punch to the

face while holding a sword.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

You truly are my greatest student

ever. If only I could go with you

on your journey.

FRANKLIN

Why can’t you?

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

The path you walk must be alone.

For you are the one foretold in the

prophecies of the elders. The one

who would stand against the

Cannibal Aliens from Outer Space

and shoot those aliens so hard they

die alot!

Akira Tigerblood wipes a tear from his eye and salutes.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Now. There is only one more

challenge that you must face.

The camera zooms quickly on Akira Tigerblood’s eyes. They

narrow.

FRANKLIN

I am as ready as ever. Perhaps even

more so.

The camera zooms quickly on Franklin’s eyes. They narrow.

FRANKLIN

Terminated.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Good. It will take all your human

and robotic strength to face the

next challenge.

As Akira talks, we pan upwards across the mountain behind

them.

(CONTINUED)
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AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

On the top of St. Gigundous

Souvidius Chainsaw Mountain lies an

ancient evil, spawned millions of

years ago in 1953. It is the

mightiest and wisest of all

creatures. It knows all and sees

most and cannot be defeated ever or

even harmed a little bit, by anyone

or anything. You must fight it and

win!

At the end of Akira’s speech we see the cave that the

Gigundous Beast is hiding in. Its eyes glow red and eerie

blue smoke hisses from the cave. It laughs darkly and the

mountain shakes. Lightning forks overhead and birds fly away

frantically.

FRANKLIN

Simple enough. Is that it?

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

No. That is only Part One of Four.

Part Two is this. You must retrieve

the magical Kaleido Crystal, fallen

from the sky last week. The Crystal

will call to you. Part Five is

this: you must follow the Riddle of

the Harvest. It will tell you how

to return here.

FRANKLIN

And then... what of Part Nine?

The shot becomes more widescreen as Akira’s eyes narrow.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

You don’t want to know.

The widescreen collapses in, and then expands to:

EXT. ST. GIGUNDOUS SOUVIDIUS CHAINSAW MOUNTAIN

We see the snow blowing across the plain for a solid thirty

seconds and hear footsteps. Suddenly see the wooden hand

that Franklin now possesses shoot from the ground. He pulls

himself out and we see he has a thick beard and a scar

across his eye. A title flashes on screen: Five Years Later.

We then see the source of the footsteps - it is a small

robot, bringing Franklin food. It is powered by a brain in a

jar.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Thanks, Akira Tigerbot. I’m still

sorry that that robotic polar bear

assassin ate your body.

AKIRA TIGERBOT

It is okay I am happy to be a robot

thank you for apologizing though it

means alot thank you.

FRANKLIN

I know what will cheer you up!

Let’s do the robot!

They share a laugh.

AKIRA TIGERBOT

The beast is just over this ridge

if you do not defeat it our five

years of rigorous preparation will

have been a gigantic waste of time.

FRANKLIN

And General Ford will have died in

vain. I can’t let that happen!

Franklin leaps into the air and uses his rocket feet to fly

towards the cave. He then notices Luigi on the ground,

running towards the cave. We then flashback to the meeting

with Future Ovaltine earlier in the movie:

FUTURE OVALTINE

Don’t you know me, Past Franklin?

I’m you. From the near future. And

you’re about to make a big mistake.

Don’t go into the cave after Luigi.

He’s already dead at that point,

and there’s nothing you can do to

save him.

We see Franklin hovering again.

FUTURE OVALTINE

(voiceover)

Don’t go into the cave after Luigi.

FRANKLIN

What do I do!

FUTURE OVALTINE

(voiceover)

Don’t go into the cave after Luigi.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

I’ve got it! I’ll go into the cave

after Luigi!

Franklin rockets forward into the cave and lands just

outside. He leans against the cave wall.

LUIGI

Issa pizza delivery forra the Beast

of St. Gigundous-a Souvidius-a

Chainsaw Mountain-o!

We hear roaring sounds and Luigi screaming. Franklin tiptoes

calmly into the cave and we see his eyes widen severely as

he sees the Gigundous Beast. It is a massive hairy red and

green monstrosity that has five arms, hundreds of wings,

thousands of tentacles, and a human face with gigantic spiky

mouth. In the mouth is a muscley disembodied arm with a

tattoo that says PIZZA in the middle of a heart.

GIGUNDOUS BEAST

You have come for the Kaleido

Crystal.

FRANKLIN

You have guessed correctly, Beast

of St. Gigundous Souvidius Chainsaw

Mountain! But you made one fatal

mistake, as you have also eaten my

friend.

GIGUNDOUS BEAST

What can I say? I was in the mood

for some Italian.

They share a laugh and Franklin pulls out a rocket launcher.

He shoots it at the gigundous beast but it merely catches

the rocket and throws it out the window of the cave.

GIGUNDOUS BEAST

You’ll have to do better than that.

Even a proton sword could not slice

through my Mighty Hydrogen Fur!

FRANKLIN

More like *Flighty* *Die*drogen

fur! Because you’re going to take

flight and die! Right now!

Franklin roars angrily and headbutts the Gigundous Beast

through the window. They begin falling but Franklin grabs it

by the tentacles and turns on his rocket feet

(CONTINUED)
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GIGUNDOUS BEAST

What... what are you doing?! I

demand you put me down!

FRANKLIN

Sorry, Gigundous. You’ll just have

to file a written request. With

your funeral lawyer.

Franklin stops short and the Gigundous Beast flies into

space. We see it scream as it goes into space, and it lands

on a satellite and surfs on it.

GIGUNDOUS BEAST

Not so fast! I can breathe in space

and am an amazing surfer of

satelittes!

The Gigundous Beast surfs the satellite towards Canada

again. We see Franklin standing on the tip of the mountain

watching as the Gigundous Beast descends, but he notices a

glimmer in the snow - it is the Kaleido Crystal!

FRANKLIN

The Kaleido Crystal!

We see a close-up of the Crystal - it has words etched into

it - FOR USE IN TIME TRAVELLING AND ALIEN-FIGHTING KUNGFU.

Franklin touches the crystal and it latches onto his chest.

Franklin winks at the camera and takes off towards the

Gigundous Beast.

FRANKLIN

TIIIIIIIIIIME!

We see the Gigundous Beast smiling as it moves towards

Franklin. We see Franklin again. The Kaleido Crystal is

glowing.

FRANKLIN

TRAAAAAAAAAAAAAVEL!

We from just behind the Gigundous Beast as he collides with

Franklin.

FRANKLIN

GO!

Strobe light cut to:
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EXT. ST. GIGUNDOUS SOUVIDIUS CHAINSAW MOUNTAIN

A title card reads "Five Years Earlier"

Franklin materializes holding his rocket launcher beside

Akira Tigerblood at the base of the mountain.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

You got the crystal! But what about

the beast?

FRANKLIN

Oh, I’m sure he’ll be... dropping

by.

We see empty sky and then see the Future Gigundous Beast

materialize above the mountain.

We see the Present Gigundous Beast walk out of its cave and

look up.

GIGUNDOUS BEAST

(Present)

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!

Franklin, Akira Tigerblood and the penguin butler look on as

the future beast and his satellite crush the present beast.

The top of the mountain explodes, revealing a tall metal

tower underneath. We see the first seven letters - FRANKLI.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

They say the riddle of the metal

tower tells us who the Eternal

Defender of Earth Forever will be.

The prophets sing of his mighty

fist made of guns, and his feet

made of rockets. If only we could

read that last letter!

FRANKLIN

I suppose we’ll never know now.

We hear a loud roar in the distance, and Franklin disregards

it, walking towards the metal pole.

FRANKLIN

F. R. A... N... K? Hm... wait.

Polar bear assassins! NO!

He spins around to see two polar bear assassins leaping at

Akira Tigerblood. He uses his two rocket launchers

simultaneously to blow them up.

(CONTINUED)
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AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Thanks, Franklin. One day I’ll blow

up some polar bears for you.

FRANKLIN

The way I see it, Akira Tigerblood,

you already have.

They salute each other. Page rip cut to:

INT. ALIEN PENTAGON - WAR ROOM

Delilah O’Villainy enters, and all the Blue Things bow

before her.

DELILAH

Blue Thing #2!

Blue Thing #2 runs up to her and salutes.

BLUE THING #2

Yes, your evilness?

DELILAH

Activate the Robot of Robots.

Unleash the Weapon of Weapons.

BLUE THING #2

Not the Ancient Northern Construct!

Not the Ultimate Laser of Life and

Death!

DELILAH

Yes! YES! Both of those things! We

shall point the Ultimate Laser at

Washington D.C. and kill the humans

for your cooks to scoop up and

serve in gourmet delis on Planet

Alien! MUAHAHAHAHA.

BLUE THING #2

MUAHAHAHAHA.

WITTY BLUE THING

Save some white meat for me!

They share a laugh.

Creeping fog cut to:
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INT. WASHINGTON HIDING SPOT

Luigi, Bonnie Bodacious, Brigadier General Maverick Iceman,

Stanley (a man dressed in Roman armor carrying a flaming

sword), Janine (wearing a desert soldier’s combat armor and

covered in ammo) and Mr. Thirty Grand (wearing an

extravagant suit and monocle, with money bulging from every

pocket) are huddled around a fire, with a map of Washington

on the wall, next to a dart board painted to look like a

blue alien.

B.G. ICEMAN

We need to make an attack plan.

LUIGI

I can’t-a think-a without-a pizza!

How’mi gonna surviv-a!

MR. THIRTY GRAND

You’ll get through it alright. Look

at me! They call me Mr. Thirty

Grand because I robbed a bank using

my sonic punches and hypnotical

ability.

JANINE

Easy there, Mr. Thirty Grand. Or

should I say... Mr. Thirty Seconds!

The studio audience goes OOOOOOOOOOOOOH.

STANLEY

Now, Janine, that’s out of line!

JANINE

Oh yeah, Stanley, well maybe you’d

like to back that up with some

serious punches to the face.

STANLEY

Maybe I’d like to, but I’m afraid

what my fist would catch! Probably

COOTIES.

MR. THIRTY GRAND

Now I SAY it is time for me to

THROW DOWN!

BONNIE

Stop it! We’re tearing each other

apart! There was a time when we

were like a family!

(CONTINUED)
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STANLEY

Well then. Maybe it’s time my sword

had a family reunion with Thirty

Grand’s kidneys!

B.G. ICEMAN

Stop. You guys are like sons and

daughters to me. I raised you from

infants and taught you the ways of

the flaming sword, the gigantic

gun, and the United States of

America. Stanley, Janine, Thirty

Grand. I want you to put this

behind you. We need to plan an

attack.

STANLEY

More like we need to WITHSTAND an

attack. We’re about to be blown up

alot by tons of people!

BONNIE

Stanley, be quiet. The aliens can

hear you when you said words like

withstand!

MR. THIRTY GRAND

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious, don’t believe

everything you read on the internet

these days!

They share a laugh.

BONNIE

Fooled again! Those silly

internets!

They share a laugh.

JANINE

Wait! I have a plan! The aliens

won’t expect us to do it either!

B.G. ICEMAN

Of course! Why didn’t I think of it

before!

STANLEY

I know, it’s so simple! Man did we

overlook the obvious.

(CONTINUED)
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BONNIE

I wish we had thought of it before!

It would have been certainly handy!

MR. THIRTY GRAND

Mr. Thirty Grand agrees with this

plan, and pledges his full

financial support.

LUIGI

I don’t-a-know what-a you’re

talking about-a! But inna my

country, all good ideas involve-a

la pizza!

BONNIE

Silly Luigi! It’s easy - we’re

going to blow up the White House!

Dramatic music. Zoom in on Bonnie’s face and fire-blast cut

to:

NEWS FOOTAGE - ALL OVER AMERICA

We see several shots of the President freaking out and

getting angry, then we see Bonnie and Iceman’s mugshots.

REPORTER

Chaos struck the office of the most

powerful man in the universe today

as would-be White House destroyers

Cyborg Bonnie Bodacious and

Brigadier General Maverick Iceman

phoned in a warning to President

Cage. This is what it said.

We see a graphic of a phone and the text displayed on

screen, the way that news reports do.

B.G. ICEMAN

Hey, Nic. It’s Mav, you there?

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Go right ahead, Mr. Iceman. Tell me

anything. I am the President and I

am listening to your voice on a

phone.

B.G. ICEMAN

Yeah k. I’d suggest you take a

space ride through space in your

space rocket for a while. We’re

(MORE)
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B.G. ICEMAN (cont’d)
going to blow up the White House

tomorrow.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

You’re going to blow up my office

and my home. WHAT IS THIS.

We see the Reporter again, and then shots of the cooking

shows and talk shows now hosted by Blue Things.

REPORTER

Meanwhile, across the rest of the

world, the Blue Thing Aliens from

the planet Alien seem to be all the

rage on television, despite the

fact that their cooking shows and

even their daytime variety hours

focus primarily on how to cook

humans as they are Cannibal Aliens

from Outer Space. We spoke to one

of the aliens this morning.

We see an interview with a blue thing in a suit. The caption

reads "Blue Thing #41"

BLUE THING #41

Yes. We do quite enjoy the taste of

human. By the way, I’d like to eat

your face later.

We see the interviewer.

INTERVIEWER

Please, save that type of thing for

the EVENING news.

They share a laugh, and the Blue Thing leaps at the camera

madly. Static cut to:

EXT. ARCTIC PLAIN

Franklin is standing next to a sign that says "AMERICA -

5,000 DEGREES SOUTHWEST." Akira Tigerblood is seeing him

off, but is hiding something behind his back. The penguin is

drinking a martini.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Franklin. Your kungfu is mighty,

and your goodness is really big.

It’s like they say. The hearts of

the cyborgs are pure, the fists of

the noble are made of guns.

(CONTINUED)
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That line should be on the movie poster.

FRANKLIN

Thank you, Akira Tigerblood. But I

still don’t know how to karate, and

without your ninjic skills, how

will I ever learn?

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

You will learn. For you must learn

how to do THIS.

Akira reveals what is behind his back - it is a BIG SWORD.

He lunges at Franklin, who draws his own swords and pushes

Akira back. They clash swords several times and Akira pushes

back against Franklin. He trips him and sends him to the

ground, cracking the ice. Akira stabs the ground and cracks

the ice, but Franklin stands on his hands and pushes the

crack back together, and it freezes shut. He picks up the

penguin butler and throws it at Akira, who catches the

penguin and puts him down.

PENGUIN

Thanks, Akira Tigerblood.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Don’t mention it, Lil’ Jimmy!

Akira Tigerblood leaps into the air and twirls in a cyclone,

as snow flies around him and shoots out, hitting Franklin

and knocking him down. Akira lands and throws a harpoon

towards Franklin, who catches it and snaps it over his knee.

He pulls out a flare gun and shoots it at Akira, who catches

the flare and snaps it over his knee.

They do simultaneous flying kicks and their feet smash

together. Franklin grabs onto Akira’s foot and propels

himself upwards. He does a triple flip in the air, and

throws the swords into the air. The swords hit each other in

the air and cut themselves into four smaller swords.

Franklin lands far away from Akira, but the falling swords

pin Akira down by his parka. Also, now Franklin is holding

Akira’s sword.

FRANKLIN

I don’t have time for this right

now, Akira Tigerblood! I have to go

and save the world from the alien

invaders that came from the sky,

avenge the death of my mentor, and

discover the ancient mystery of the

Maltese Shark. I must go to

Washington!

(CONTINUED)
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AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

But... you’re out of rocket fuel!

FRANKLIN

Who needs rocket fuel? I’ll TIME

TRAVEL there!

Franklin shimmers with energy, but accidentally falls over.

FRANKLIN

TIME TRAVEL GWAAA!

He falls over and reappears beside Akira Tigerblood.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Oh no! You said Time Travel Gwaaa

and broke the Time Loop! Look!

Akira Tigerblood points to the penguin butler who is behind

held captive by two evil Franklin Ovaltines with four arms.

They shoot their LASER LIGHTNING at Akira Tigerblood and

Franklin.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Let me use my karate. Yours is

still too young and impetuous!

FRANKLIN

No! I have a plan! Akira

Tigerblood.

He points at Akira and energy glows around his finger.

FRANKLIN

Time.

We see Akira’s face - his mouth widens and he looks on in

horror.

FRANKLIN

Travel.

We see the penguin’s face - he itches it, and looks bored.

Then we see Franklin’s eyes narrow.

FRANKLIN

(whispered)

Gwaaa.

A gigantic blast of red energy fires from Franklin’s hand

and encases Akira Tigerblood. He disappears and reappears

beside Franklin, who points at the evil Franklin clones.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Behold, old friend. My plan comes

to pass.

Four giant robotic Akira Tigerblood clones appear around the

Franklin clones and attack them.

FRANKLIN

I’ve made Akira Tigerblood Robot

Time Clones. They’re what I call my

Golden Warriors.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Such a wonderful name. Such a

wonderful plan. Truly, this is...

Karate.

Akira bows to Franklin.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

I’m going with you, Franklin. I

have experience in fighting aliens.

FRANKLIN

Don’t we all?

They share a laugh. Franklin puts his hand on Akira’s

shoulder.

BOTH

TIME TRAVEL GO!

We see a tunnel open around them and the camera plunges in.

We see several frames of times and places, most of them

shots from the movie, but a few are POTENTIAL FUTURES - We

slow down as we pass a future where Delilah O’Villainy is

shot by President Cage’s laser vision, and we slow down

again as we see Luigi being stabbed by Akira Tigerbot.

Finally, we see a screen where Delilah O’Villainy is holding

a burning American flag (with Franklin’s fist on it) and

laughing maniacally. We zoom in on this, which serves as a

transition to:

EXT. TYCOON’S OFFICE BUILDING ROOF

Delilah O’Villainy is holding a burning American flag (with

Franklin’s fist on it) and laughing maniacally. Mr. Thirty

Grand enters and sees her.

(CONTINUED)
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MR. THIRTY GRAND

Delilah! Thank God you’re here! And

you’ve managed to rescue a burning

American flag before it was

completely destroyed! Truly you are

a hero.

DELILAH

Yes. That is exactly what I did.

MR. THIRTY GRAND

I know.

Delilah throws the flag away.

DELILAH

Now. Where were we?

MR. THIRTY GRAND

We have to kill all the aliens and

save the world. But to do that we

must blow up the White House.

DELILAH

WHAT? You’re INSANE!

MR. THIRTY GRAND

That’s what President Nicolas Cage

thought as well, but we managed to

explain that the U.S. Military

already stores a BACKUP WHITE HOUSE

underneath Mexico.

Delilah writes that on a notepad.

MR. THIRTY GRAND

If only FRANKLIN OVALTINE were

alive!

DELILAH

Well, he’s not. He’s dead forever -

frozen and most likely eaten by

polar bears!

MR. THIRTY GRAND

Wait, I thought you said he was

SHOT by a GUN!

DELILAH

Oh. Right. That’s what I mean. Shot

by a frozen polar bear... gun?

(CONTINUED)
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MR. THIRTY GRAND

Phew. Good. For a second I thought

you were secretly the leader of the

aliens!

They share a laugh.

DELILAH

Thirty Grand, can you walk to the

edge of this roof for me?

MR. THIRTY GRAND

Well, I do have functioning legs

and am in the mood for a hearty

stroll! So why not!

He skips over to the side of the roof, pirouettes and turns

to Delilah.

MR. THIRTY GRAND

That was quite the workout!

She shoots him and he dies. We see the view from below as he

falls from the rooftop.

INT. BONNIE BODACIOUS’S APARTMENT

We see Bonnie’s TV again as Thirty Grand falls on live TV.

The Blue Things who are now the only inhabitants of the city

converge on him and eat him very quickly. One of them steals

his Sonic Punchsuit and Hypno-monocle.

The TV is changed to a commercial for a cereal endorsed by

Blue Thing Zero. We zoom out to notice this is because a

family of Blue Things is watching the TV.

BLUE THING ADVERTISER

Straight from the Planet Alien,

it’s Slimetastic Husks of Wheat! So

Husky! So slimy! You’ll barely ever

realize there’s no calories!

BLUE THING MOTHER

We should get some of that cereal

for Fat Uncle Fred.

BLUE THING FATHER

I think he’s grown far too attached

to his fat to give it up. I think

he’s named it Ryan!

They share a laugh.

(CONTINUED)
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We continue to zoom out until we see that this is being seen

through Bonnie Bodacious’s robot squid eye. She is with

Luigi, who is running a gelato stand behind her, selling to

a Blue Thing.

LUIGI

That’ll be-a twenty-four-a-fifty.

BONNIE

Silly Luigi! Shut up. I’m trying to

listen with my EYE. Do you know how

difficult that is?

LUIGI

Inna my country we-a don’t listen-a

with our eyes... We sure-a think-a

with our stomachs though!

Luigi and the Blue Thing share a laugh. Bonnie zooms her eye

in again to see one of the Blue Thing Children in her

apartment setting fire to her carpet. She sighs.

BONNIE

I guess I have no choice, do I?

LUIGI

I don’t-a know whats you’re-a

talking about.

BONNIE

I guess I have no choice.

She presses a button on her arm and her apartment explodes.

Bonnie, Luigi and the Gelato Blue Thing walk out of the

flames. They are all wearing sunglasses. Hard rock music

plays.

They walk off screen past a sign that says "MEXICO 83 kg

WEST ->"

Maraca wipe to:

EXT. SPACE

President Nick Cage’s space rocket flies by and he lands on

the moon. He gets out, and takes off his helmet and breathes

in deep.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Nothing like the fresh smell of the

morning moon air.

That scene was foreshadowing.
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EXT. OVALTINE MANSION

We see the still fully constructed Ovaltine Mansion and

intact tank fountain. Franklin, Akira Tigerblood and the

giant robotic Akira Tigerblood clones (Golden Warriors)

rematerialize in the front lawn. They are all wearing

tuxedos now.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

My my, don’t we look spiffy.

FRANKLIN

I guess this must be the night of

my infamous Tuxedo Party. I

time-travelled back a year and a

half too far.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Wait. Before we leave. You can stop

this whole alien incident by just

warning your past self. Show him

things only you would know. Tell

him about the blue things, and

about how you used your karate to

save my life.

FRANKLIN

Very well. Let’s do this.

INT. OVALTINE MANSION - FRONT HALL

The Tuxedo Party is in full swing - everyone is wearing

tuxedos, including Franklin’s dog and all the lamp posts and

coat racks. Past Franklin is sitting on the couch talking to

Past Bonnie and Past General Ford.

PAST FRANKLIN

I’ve gotta say, I think that

Nicolas Cage is going to win this

election.

PAST BONNIE

I don’t know... I really like that

woman candidate. She was already

president of Canada for ten years -

all Nicolas Cage ever did was star

in such wonderful movies as Con Air

and the Wicker Man, which are both,

of course, National Treasures. But

the woman is much more qualified!
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PAST FRANKLIN

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious! Our country

didn’t get to be the biggest and

best country in world history by

listening to women!

They share a laugh, and Present Franklin bursts through the

wall.

FRANKLIN

Past Franklin and his past friends!

Make sure the aliens don’t invade

in a couple of years or so!

PAST FRANKLIN

Okay.

FRANKLIN

General Ford? Is that really you?!

PAST GEN. FORD

Last time I checked! I’m as much me

as I’ll ever be! General James

William Murdock Ford of the U.S.

Military. And you are?

FRANKLIN

Going to save your life.

Franklin grabs Past Gen. Ford’s shoulder.

FRANKLIN

Time travel go!

Nothing happens.

FRANKLIN

Time travel go?

Nothing happens.

PAST GEN. FORD

Sorry, mysterious futuristic

stranger, but I can’t time travel -

I’m allergic to all the chronotes.

FRANKLIN

Then I’m sorry that aliens are

going to kill you, sir. But aliens

are going to kill you.
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PAST GEN. FORD

Apology accepted. Just do me a

favor, son.

FRANKLIN

Yes, General Ford?

PAST GEN. FORD

Shoot them in the face.

A tear rolls down Franklin’s cyborg ultra-cheek.

FRANKLIN

Yes, sir.

EXT. OVALTINE MANSION

FRANKLIN

Now that we’ve done that, the alien

invasion should never have

happened. It was a shame we

couldn’t save General Ford though.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

We’ll find a way some day. That I

promise. Now, are we heading back?

Time is running out for our friends

back in the present! We have to

hurry!

FRANKLIN

Okay, but let me get something

first.

Franklin pulls a beeper out of his pocket and points it at

the tank fountain. The tank drives over and the Golden

Warriors climb in.

FRANKLIN

Mine exploded in an amazing car

chase. Thought I’d borrow this one.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Amazing! A tank within a tank!

FRANKLIN

I built this whole house out of

tanks. The chimney doubles as an

anti-aircraft gun.
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AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Say, is that still functioning in

OUR time? Because I can think of a

few aircrafts that need THEIR

chimneys SWEPT.

FRANKLIN

I hear you, brother. Let’s kick it

to the present. Old school. TIME

TRAVEL GO.

Time travel goes.

EXT. MEXICAN DOOR

We see a large ornate mansion-style door with a taco stand

on the left and a fancy, suave butler on the right. There is

a sign that says DOOR BETWEEN US AND MEXICO (except the word

"Mexico" is in Mexican).

Two motorbikes burst through the door - Luigi and the Gelato

Blue Thing are riding them. Bonnie Bodacious follows, flying

with her own ROCKET ARMS. As she flies through the door, she

shoots a NUCLEAR GRENADE backwards, exploding the door and

sending tacos everywhere. One hits the camera.

As the taco slides down the screen, we notice a gigantic

alien SKY PALACE flying after the trio, with several SPACE

COP CARS leading the way.

EXT. MEXICOVILLE

Bonnie rockets through Mexicoville, waking up tons of people

enjoying their MEXICAN DAY NAP. One of the SPACE COPS is not

far behind her.

Bonnie punches the ground and flies down, then pops up next

to a pile of barrels. She throws them all at the Space Cop,

and it spins out, until it is spinning wildly above her.

She spins upward and kicks the Space Cop Car. We see a

close-up - her foot has kicked the OFF button. It flies away

into the distant sun.

She presses the GO buttons on her rocket arms and begins to

hover, right as Luigi and the Gelato Blue Thing ride by on a

single motorbike, screaming. The remaining Space Cops

screech around the corner and Bonnie hovers in the middle of

the street.
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The Space Cops stop and hover in place, as does Bonnie.

Suspenseful music builds, and Bonnie narrows her eyes. The

Space Cop Cars narrow their headlights. She slowly advances

towards them. They do the same.

She starts hover-running. The space cop cars get faster as

well.

As they get close, Bonnie hover-rocket-leaps over the cop

cars and lands behind them, shooting all six one-by-one with

her gun hand. A blue thing escapes from one and she

disintegrates it with her LASER EYE.

A pair of barrels rises from the ground behind Bonnie, as

Luigi and the Gelato Blue Thing are hiding inside them.

LUIGI

Are they-a gone, a-Bonnie

Bodacious?

The Mexicans and Bonnie share a laugh.

BONNIE

Oh... Silly Luigi. We’re in Mexico!

There’s nowhere safer than Mexico!

Luigi removes the barrels from himself and Gelato Blue Thing

and sighs.

LUIGI

Si, I guessing you’re right-a. To-a

the BACKUP WHITE HOUSE!

They walk off screen and we zoom in on a background Mexican.

He takes off his sombrero, poncho and moustache - it is

DELILAH O’VILLAINY!

DELILAH

Yes... to the Backup White House

indeed.

She laughs evilly and we zoom out to see the whole Earth.

EXT. SPACE

Still zooming out while on the shot of the Earth, the

subtitle reads: THREE WEEKS AGO. Just like in Scene 1,

Franklin Ovaltine’s spaceship goes by, and we zoom out

further to see the asteroid.

The time travelling tank materializes floating next to the

asteroid. We see inside the tank. Franklin and Akira are

looking out the window.
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FRANKLIN

That’s the asteroid that nearly

killed me... if it hadn’t been for

General Ford saving me, I would

have died.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

What happened?

We zoom in on Franklin’s face as he speaks hearing the sound

effects of whatever he is talking about at the time.

FRANKLIN

The space weather was brisk and

calm that day, but devotedly

forbidding. The asteroid was a

tremor of fate, a bowling ball

striking towards the wall of time.

It hit our spaceship like a bat

hits a ball, sending it careening

into the Autumn breeze whilst fans

cheer. Except instead of fans, the

only things cheering were Cannibal

Aliens. Who then invaded Earth.

The penguin pops up between Franklin and Akira Tigerblood.

PENGUIN

Very poetic.

FRANKLIN

Thank you, Lil’ Jimmy.

One of the Golden Warriors’ alarms begins going off.

GOLDEN WARRIOR ALPHA

WARNING. WARNING. THIS ASTEROID HAS

A DOOR. WARNING.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Franklin, Golden Warrior Alpha has

found something!

FRANKLIN

It sounds like his ASTEROID DOOR

ALARM.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

My god, you’re RIGHT. I’d know that

alarm anywhere.

Franklin and Akira Tigerblood run over to Golden Warrior

Alpha. The penguin flies over.
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Golden Warrior Alpha points at a very visible door on the

back of the asteroid. It begins to open.

FRANKLIN

It begins to open!

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Can we make it?

FRANKLIN

Akira Tigerblood, it’s time to...

We see the asteroid. Then back to Franklin’s eyes, which

narrow.

FRANKLIN

Rock.

The tank rockets forward right as the door opens, and into

the asteroid. We zoom after the tank, but the door shuts in

the way of the camera.

Door open to:

INT. JANINE’S HANGAR, MEXICO

Bonnie, Luigi and Gelato Blue Thing walk through the door of

a gigantic hangar.

JANINE

(from off-screen)

BONNIE! LUIGI! LOOK OUT!

Janine jumps from the ceiling and points her gigantic gun at

Gelato Blue Thing.

JANINE

An alien is following you!

Gelato Blue Thing sighs.

BONNIE

It’s okay, Janine. He’s with us.

LUIGI

I sold-a him gelato and he-a

betrayed his famiglia and a-home.

GELATO BLUE THING

It was a really good gelato.
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They share a laugh, and Janine puts her gun away. Stanley

emerges from his hiding place - he was disguised as a

helicopter.

STANLEY

Bonnie Bodacious, good to see you.

Do you have the Capacitation Flux

Bomb?

Bonnie hands Stanley a gigantic nuclear warhead that she had

hidden the whole time. He loads it onto a device that will

load it into the helicopter.

STANLEY

The underground backup white house

can be reached from the Mexico Mart

elevator about thirty miles south.

Also, gummy worms are on sale, if

you could pick me up some, that’d

be great.

BONNIE

And what about you guys?

JANINE

The white house should be blown up

within the hour. Every alien in

D.C. will be melted into a

delicious blue smoothie.

STANLEY

Now that’s one smoothie that’s NOT

good for your health!

They share a laugh, but we notice that one of the

helicopters in the background looks odd - we zoom in - it is

DELILAH O’VILLAINY in a helicopter disguise!

She laughs evilly and we zoom out to see the whole Earth.

EXT. SPACE

Still zooming out while on the shot of the Earth, the

subtitle reads: MEANWHILE IN PAST SPACE. The asteroid floats

by.
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INT. SECRET ASTEROID CONTROL TUNNELS

Akira and Franklin exit the tank, followed by two Golden

Warriors. They press buttons on their left hands that turn

them invisible. Akira turns to the penguin who is in the

driver’s seat.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Jimmy, if we need you in there,

we’ll call you on the tank phone.

Until then, sit tight. And if you

get in trouble, use your karate.

PENGUIN

I will.

Akira salutes the penguin, and the penguin salutes him.

Akira and Franklin walk into a series of low tunnels. They

crouch to get through and begin whispering.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

You know, kid, there’s one thing

you never explained. How did you

become the youngest five-star

general in world history?

FRANKLIN

Simple. My mother was killed when I

was very young, and my father was

rarely there... He was..

EXT. OVALTINE FAMILY HOME

We see YOUNG FRANKLIN OVALTINE (age 10) looking at the

window. His father, DR. EDWARD OVALTINE, is waving goodbye

in the reflection.

FRANKLIN

(voice-over)

He was an asteroid scientist, and

my hero.

INT. A SCIENCE ROOM

We see Edward working on several science charts quietly. In

the hallway behind him, a Professor and a Lab Tech are

talking about asteroids.

PROFESSOR

If we don’t kill these asteroids,

space will blow up!
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LAB TECH

We’re doomed!

Edward looks up at the camera.

EDWARD

Don’t worry.

He turns around to face the Professor and Lab Tech and takes

off his glasses in the coolest way possible.

EDWARD

I’m an asteroid scientist.

INT. OVALTINE FAMILY HOME

A knock comes at the door and Young Franklin goes to answer

it.

FRANKLIN

(voice-over)

Of course, I was an only child and

I needed someone to raise me to be

a man... and not just any man. The

one man standing between the aliens

and an Earth invasion. FRANKLIN

OVALTINE. But for that to occur,

fate needed some assistance.

Assistance only one man could

provide -

The door opens and wind blows, light fills the room and epic

music plays. Enter LIEUTENANT JIM FORD.

LT. JIM FORD

I’m Lt. Jim Ford.

FRANKLIN

(voice-over)

It was destiny.

The screen wavers and does that flashback thing, as a cut

back to:

INT. SECRET ASTEROID CONTROL TUNNELS

Franklin and Akira Tigerblood are still crouching and

continuing through the tunnels, whispering.
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AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Too bad your dad’s not here today,

son. We could use his asteroid

science more than ever. Whatever

happened to him?

FRANKLIN

According to his last letter from

space, he had learned of a great

asteroid secret, but wasn’t able to

say it to me.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Interesting. I wonder what it was.

FRANKLIN

I guess we’ll never know.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Because he didn’t tell you.

FRANKLIN

Indeed. We’ll never find out.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

It’s certainly impossible that we

would.

FRANKLIN

Too bad.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Yes.

They come to a door and open it. There are several Blue

Things at switches and a man in a swively chair. He spins

around to reveal - it is DR. EDWARD OVALTINE!

FRANKLIN

W-what. DAD!

EDWARD

It’s good to see you, son! Have you

met my ALIEN FRIENDS?

FRANKLIN

Dad, how could you use your

asteroid science for EVIL? Asteroid

science is the purest of all the

sciences!
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EDWARD

For evil? What?! I am the least of

all the evils. These aliens told me

of a secret plot to destroy America

- three weeks from now, the

MEXICANS will deploy a Secret

Underground White House and use it

to take over the world! But this

asteroid will stop it by blowing it

up!

FRANKLIN

No! NOOOOOO.

EDWARD

What?

FRANKLIN

NOOOOO.

EDWARD

Oh. NOOOOOOO.

We see another chair beside Edward that swivels around,

revealing... PAST BLUE THING #0.

PAST BLUE THING #0

MUAHAHA. I have tricked you, Doctor

Ovaltine. This was my plan all

along. Now, this asteroid will hit

the Earth.

PAST BLUE THING #12

SIR! We have a spaceship coming up!

Property of one FRANKLIN OVALTINE.

What should be done on this?

PAST BLUE THING #0

Haha... so you attack me from both

sides... like a KNIFE that stabs

people TWICE. How poetic.

Past Blue Thing #0’s eyes narrow.

PAST BLUE THING #0

Ram the spaceship, captain.

PAST BLUE THING #12

Yes sir!

Franklin Ovaltine jumps forward.
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FRANKLIN

NOOOOOOOOO.

We see the crew of the spaceship (Past Franklin, Past Luigi

and Past Bonnie) scream. Then we see the asteroid again.

Then the crew screaming. Then the asteroid again. Then the

crew screaming. Then the asteroid again. Then we see the

crew screaming one last time, and then the asteroid again.

We see the inside of the meteor as Past Blue Thing #0

laughs. He turns around to Past Blue Things #24, #52 and #7.

That’s more symbolism for you.

PAST BLUE THING #0

TAKE THEM TO THE SPACE FRIDGE.

Past Blue Thing #7 rolls out the SPACE FRIDGE and the other

two slam Franklin, Edward and Akira inside it. The last

thing we hear from Franklin is:

FRANKLIN

NOOOOOOOO.

As the fridge door slams, we cut to:

EXT. SKY OVER WASHINGTON, D.C.

Title: Present day.

Stanley’s finger hovers over a button. Janine covers her

eyes so she will not see what happens.

STANLEY

O, what destruction mortals be.

Stanley presses the button, and the shot goes silent. We see

the bomb fall in slow motion onto D.C. A slow opera choir

begins to sing in another language lightly in the

background.

A mushroom cloud goes off and the helicopter flies out of

it, Stanley holding a crying Janine in his arms. We see

aliens trying to escape but they explode when they try.

STANLEY

(not seen)

Iceman. The plan was a success.
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INT. SECRET ASTEROID COCKPIT

The SPACE FRIDGE opens. Franklin looks at a clock hanging on

the wall and notices something wrong with the time.

FRANKLIN

Oh no! It’s THREE WEEKS LATER.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

The PRESENT DAY.

EDWARD

Where did all the aliens go?

FRANKLIN

Look, they left a note!

We see the note. It is written in ALIEN, but Blue Thing #0

voices over.

BLUE THING #0

Dear Franklin Ovaltine and friends,

as you may have guessed we are

Cannibal Aliens from Outer Space

and we have come to eat the people

of Earth, one state at a time. This

meteor is now locked on course to

hit the Secret Whitehouse

underneath Mexico. As a result of

this, the meteor will explode, and

you will die. Enjoy your voyage,

gentlemen. I doubt you’ll EVER have

another quite the same. Muahahaha.

Strobe cut to:

EXT. SKY OVER MEXICO

Stanley and Janine’s helicopter. We see a panel inside that

is blinking. It says SECRET WHITEHOUSE - 2 MILES DOWN.

STANLEY

We’re here.

INT. BACKUP WHITE HOUSE UNDERGROUND, MEXICO

Bonnie, Luigi and Gelato Blue Thing reach the cavern where

the White House is being stored.
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BONNIE

We’re here.

INT. SECRET ASTEROID COCKPIT

Franklin is banging at the EXIT door but then it is ripped

away, and a hero enters - BRIGADIER GENERAL ICEMAN. He is

holding a rocket launcher.

B.G. ICEMAN

I’m here.

He hands Franklin the GUN HAND, and Franklin reattaches it.

EXT. MEXICO

We see the combined shot of everything that is happening, as

the meteor smashes into the helicopter and careens towards

the sign that says "THERE IS NO SECRET WHITE HOUSE HERE"

It leaves a massive crater and a dust cloud erupts through

the air.

INT. BACKUP WHITE HOUSE UNDERGROUND, MEXICO

Bonnie, Luigi and Gelato Blue Thing run away from a cloud of

rubble. Gelato Blue Thing trips and falls behind, rubble

squishing him into blue goop.

We follow Bonnie and Luigi as they head out of the caverns,

and they survey the giant crater where the Secret White

House once was.

LUIGI

All of them-a dead. Who-a could

have done this?

Bonnie punches the ground and pulls out Delilah O’Villainy.

DELILAH

My masterful disguise foiled but

how?!

BONNIE

You’re not the only one who’s ever

disguised herself as the GROUND

before, Delilah.
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DELILAH

Hahaha. But your efforts were

pointless. Iceman was aboard that

meteor, Stanley and Janine aboard

that helicopter, and the president

aboard that White House. The Earth

shall fall.

Delilah stands up.

BONNIE

You first.

Bonnie shoots her in the head. Delilah falls over because

she’s dead. Bonnie kicks her into the crater and Luigi and

Bonnie survey the damage. But then-

A HAND! Franklin Ovaltine pushes his gun hand upward and

pulls himself out of the rubble.

He walks towards Luigi and Bonnie and collapses in front of

them, exhausted. The Golden Warriors rematerialize beside

them. Brigadier General Iceman hovers down on his ROCKET

PACK, Akira Tigerblood in one arm and Edward Ovaltine in the

other. The penguin flies down on his own.

BONNIE

Looks like the gang’s all here.

B.G. ICEMAN

And we’re not going anywhere.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

It’s time to end this war, to fight

the fight and TALK the TALK!

PENGUIN

Hoo RAH.

LUIGI

But what’s-a the plan?! Do-a we

throw the linguini at-a them?!

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Silly Luigi! We will use our tanks,

our missiles and our really big

bombs.

They pose as a team and Franklin looks at the camera.

FRANKLIN

Move over Fourth of July, today

we’re having... fireworks.
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Epic music plays and we pan up to the night sky. A few

fireworks go off, and then the sun comes up. Lens flare out.

End of Act Two.

INT. MOVIE STUDIO

Intermission.

Title card: INTERMISSION

We see Gelato Blue Thing materialize in front of a green

screen.

GELATO BLUE THING

Woah. Where am I?!

THE DIRECTOR walks on screen.

THE DIRECTOR

Why, Gelato Blue Thing, you’re on

the movie set of Franklin Ovaltine

and the Cannibal Aliens from Outer

Space!

GELATO BLUE THING

Whaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaat?

They share a laugh.

THE DIRECTOR

(to the audience)

Everybody go take a break. Go get a

drink, maybe some popcorn!

GELATO BLUE THING

Save some for me!

They share a laugh, and as they do fade to black.

Ten minutes later, fade back in. Gelato Blue Thing and the

Director are sharing some popcorn and a drink.

THE DIRECTOR

Hope you all enjoyed the break. Do

you have your snacks and drinks?

GELATO BLUE THING

I know I do!

He reveals he has fifty boxes of popcorn. They share a

laugh.
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THE DIRECTOR

Now where were we?

GELATO BLUE THING

Mexico, Mr. Director?

THE DIRECTOR

Why yes! Mexico! Let’s go back

there now.

End of intermission.

Pan up to see the sky above the studio.

EXT. MEXICAN CRATER

Act Three.

We see the sky. Pan down to see two blue things examining

the gigantic crater.

BLUE DETECTIVE #1

How can we be sure they were really

here?

BLUE DETECTIVE #2

We can’t. We don’t have the...

Blue Detective #2 puts on his sunglasses.

BLUE DETECTIVE #2

Whole story.

Except in this case whole also means hole. Like a crater.

BLUE DETECTIVE #1

YEAHHHHHHHH.

That was an internet reference.

A group of three BLUE TECHNICIANS come in and start

processing the scene. Blue Detective #2 winks at one of

them, who salutes back.

BLUE TECHNICIAN

There are trace amounts of both Ice

Cream and Planet Alienoid in this

massive crater.

BLUE DETECTIVE #1

There’s only one explanation. The

humans are going to turn us into

ice cream.
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BLUE DETECTIVE #2

I’ve always known. Because I am a

human.

BLUE DETECTIVE #1

Haha sure you are.

Blue Detective #2 oozes out of his disguise - it is Franklin

Ovaltine. Franklin shoots the Blue Detective in the leg with

his GUN FIST. The Blue Technicians are also in disguise -

Edward Ovaltine, Bonnie Bodacious and the penguin.

BLUE DETECTIVE #1

You’ll never turn us into ice

cream!

FRANKLIN

Silly alien. We were never going to

turn you into ice cream.

Blue Detective sighs in relief.

FRANKLIN

But we are going to turn you into

dead.

Franklin shoots him.

BONNIE

But I thought we were going to

kidnap him! How can we get

information from him if he’s been

shot by your gun fist! Franklin, I

know I’m not the brightest bulb on

the rack of assorted lightbulbs

that are generally pretty bright,

but this doesn’t make any sense to

me! Explain?

FRANKLIN

Oh Bonnie Bodacious! Why worry

about who’s dead and who’s alive

when we have the Kaleido Crystal on

our side. TIME TRAVEL HEAL.

Time travel heals Blue Detective #1.

BLUE DETECTIVE #1

You saved my life! I’m on your side

now!
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FRANKLIN

Thanks, Kaleido Crystal!

Crystal out to:

ESTABLISHING SHOT: MEXICOVILLE FORTRESS

Two bears in sombreros guard a fortress in the middle of

Mexicoville. Franklin and Bonnie smuggle in Blue Detective

#1.

INT. MEXICAN WAR ROOM

Franklin, Bonnie, and Blue Detective #1 are having coffee

out of cups marked MEXICAN COFFEE - 100% SOMBRERO BEANS.

FRANKLIN

Sombrero beans are the best beans.

BONNIE

What are we going to do about the

aliens?!

FRANKLIN

We’re going to interrogate our new

friend, Blue Detective #1, and find

out what THEY’RE going to do about

the aliens.

BONNIE

Oh Bonnie Bodacious! How would he

know? He’s just a detective.

FRANKLIN

You’re right. Sorry, Franklin.

Guess I forgot!

BLUE DETECTIVE #1

Don’t worry about it.

Enter the Mexican president, PRESIDENTE NICOLO CAGIO,

flanked by Akira Tigerblood, the Golden Warriors and the

penguin.

PRESIDENTE NICOLO CAGIO

Senor Franklin. QUE PASA.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Franklin. We have some bad news.

Your father...
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Akira Tigerblood pauses. Bonnie Bodacious clings to

Franklin’s arm in fear. Akira Tigerblood sighs. Bonnie

Bodacious mouths the word "no" in slow motion.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Your father is dead.

FRANKLIN

No. No. No.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

YOUR FATHER IS DEAD.

FRANKLIN

NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO. How did

he die?

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

He was at his home in Florida,

riding his jet ski with his pet

man-eating tiger in the middle of a

hail storm. It was food poisoning.

Franklin’s mouth gapes open.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

There were no survivors.

FRANKLIN

Now it’s personal, aliens!

He slams the table that Nicolo Cagio is leaning on with his

gun fist. The table and the Presidente are covered in red,

white and blue lightning and they disintegrate.

FRANKLIN

What... what was that?!

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

I don’t know! In the north, we have

a prophecy.

BONNIE

The prophecy of the fist!

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

You know of this prophecy, Ms.

Bodacious?

BONNIE

I’m five eighteenths eskimoan.

(CONTINUED)
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GOLDEN WARRIOR ALPHA

ESKIMOAN CONFIRMED.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Then you know what they say. When

the fist be made of metal, a

thousand men salute. It waves

across the world as a fist always

will.

BONNIE

Beautiful.

FRANKLIN

But what does it MEAN?

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

I don’t know - I don’t speak

eskimoan.

BONNIE

No-one does! To decipher such a

complex and epic and mystical and

wonderous prophecy, why... you’d

have to be...

She pauses for effect and the camera zooms out, revealing

the whole cast as it zooms away.

BONNIE

...the smartest person in the

world...

Dancing brain cut to:

EXT. ARCTIC PLAIN

We see DR. SCIENTIST on the arctic plain. We see a close-up

of his eyes. They look left. We see a polar bear moving

slowly towards him. Then we see his eyes again. They look

right. The coast is clear. His eyes look left. The coast is

clear. His eyes look right. There is a polar bear, closer.

It rears up on its hind legs and roars.

DR. SCIENTIST

Robotic polar bears! Of course!

I’ll science myself out of this

one!

DR. SCIENTIST takes out his DOCTOR GUN and shoots the polar

bear and a cockpit opens on the back. A staircase forms in

the fur on one side.

(CONTINUED)
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He climbs up and into the bear’s back.

DR. SCIENTIST

You know what they say! A bear with

commands is worth two in the

Arctic.

They fly away.

Sparkle cut to:

EXT. MEXICAN CRATER

Bonnie and Franklin are there.

BONNIE

I don’t understand! Why are we

here?

FRANKLIN

Oh Bonnie Bodacious! You said

yourself that the crater would hold

the answers!

BONNIE

No I didn’t! I said the TRAITOR

would hold the answers!

FRANKLIN

Woops! Guess I should have gotten

some robotic ears as well!

They share a laugh.

FRANKLIN

But what traitor?

BONNIE

Why, Delilah of course!

FRANKLIN

My wife! The lovely Mrs. Ovaltine.

Oh how I love her, despite her

slight flaws.

BONNIE

I shot her in the face.

FRANKLIN

How could you!

(CONTINUED)
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BONNIE

She betrayed the Earth!

FRANKLIN

How could she!

BONNIE

See! That’s why I shot her in the

face!

FRANKLIN

How could you!

BONNIE

BECAUSE I LOVE Y... America.

FRANKLIN

Bonnie, we all love Yamerica. It

was the best movie ever made about

yam production. The sequels and the

TV show sucked, but Yamerica was

amazing. But that’s no reason to

shoot Delilah! Especially not in

the face! She had a good face!

BONNIE

She betrayed *you*, Franklin. I

care too much about you to let

someone put you in Canada and feed

you to robot bears. That’s what

true companionship is all about.

FRANKLIN

That’s true. I don’t know what I

would do if someone fed *Luigi* to

a robot bear. Man, I love that

little Italian guy.

Bonnie sighs.

BONNIE

Let’s just get what we came for.

FRANKLIN

Right! My tank!

Franklin whistles. His tank drives out through the rubble

and stops in front of them.

BONNIE

I thought that blew up.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

It did. But then I got another one

from my house in the past to

replace it.

BONNIE

Right! I forgot you could time

travel!

FRANKLIN

Because of the Kaleido Crystal.

BONNIE

Yes.

FRANKLIN

Were you about to say that we

should use time travel to save

Stanley and Thirty Grand and Janine

and my father?

BONNIE

Yes.

FRANKLIN

Oh, Bonnie Bodacious, that’s a

terrible plan! The Kaleido Crystal

can’t change the past!

BONNIE

That’s too bad. That means I can’t

stop myself from eating all that

Mexican food!

They share a laugh.

FRANKLIN

Let’s go.

BONNIE

Or as they say in Mexico..

Close-up. Her eyes narrow.

BONNIE

Ariba.

Tumbleweed cut to:
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INT. TANK

The window of the tank shows Mexican scenery and small

Mexican planes going by. They are in the Mexican sky.

BONNIE

Anyway, like I was saying, only the

smartest person in the world could

decipher that prophecy.

FRANKLIN

That’s unfortunate.

BONNIE

Yes, if only one of us knew the

smartest person in the world.

FRANKLIN

I miss Luigi. Whatever happened to

him?

BONNIE

We sent him south, to Tokyo. The

Japanese are making robots to fight

the aliens, and we need them to be

full of spaghetti to stay strong.

FRANKLIN

I’ve never heard of robots that eat

spaghetti before!

BONNIE

I meant the people who make them,

Franklin!

They share a laugh.

FRANKLIN

Wait! Did you say "the smartest

person in the world"?

BONNIE

Did I?

FRANKLIN

Yes!

BONNIE

You’re right, I did! Only the

smartest person in the world could

decipher that Eskimoan riddle!

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Well, it just so happens...

He pulls out a business card.

FRANKLIN

I have his number.

Zoom in on Dr. Scientist’s business card. "Dr. John

Scientist - Seventeen-time Nobel Prize Winner - Smartest

Person on Earth - 1-800-555-0000"

Business card cut to:

INT. SECRET ARCTIC ROBOT BASE

Dr. Scientist is sneaking past a pair of robots, and a blue

thing. His phone rings. The blue things spin and shoot him.

He disintegrates.

INT. TANK

Franklin is talking into the phone on his hand.

FRANKLIN

Huh. Wrong number I guess. Let me

try again.

BONNIE

Franklin! Look out!

She points forward. They run into the TALLEST TREE IN THE

WORLD, which is marked by a sign that says that it is that.

The tank and the top of the tree explode. They parachute out

and land at the bottom of the tree, where a blue thing is

selling souvenirs. Dr. Scientist teleports in.

Franklin screams at the sight of the blue thing and shoots

it with his laser eye.

FRANKLIN

Dr. Scientist! We thought you were

dead! Didn’t the aliens

disintegrate you?

DR. SCIENTIST

No. I am the smartest man in the

world so I saw it coming and

installed a disruption field

disarray into my glasses. It turns

all death-light lasers into

transportation lasers.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

So... that Blue Thing I just shot

is alive!

DR. SCIENTIST

And based on my calculations, is

somewhere on the Moon.

But we’ll come back to that later.

FRANKLIN

I’m sure that’s inconsequential.

Moving right along, do you know of

the fist riddle thing? With the

eskimoes?

DR. SCIENTIST

Of course! I’ve known all along

that you were the Flagbearer.

FRANKLIN

The flag... of course! My gun fist

was added to the American flag when

everyone thought I was dead!

DR. SCIENTIST

When I designed your gun fist, I

added a meter that allows it to use

patriotism in the form of

Quantumous Energation.

BONNIE

Wait! You mean that--

DR. SCIENTIST

Yes! When someone pledges

allegiance to Franklin’s fist, or

salutes it, or flies the new flag

on the front of their home, he

gains power in his robotics.

BONNIE

If only the whole world was able to

give him that power. America is

only half, after all.

FRANKLIN

That’s it! That’s how will stop the

aliens! We need to depend on the

other parts of the world. The tiny,

insignificant countries like China

and India that we ignored for so

long. No... we need to *in*depend

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN (cont’d)
on them. Because today will be our

new...

He punches his fist in the air and the red, white and blue

lightning forks around it.

FRANKLIN

INDEPENDIGAL HOUR!

Patriotic lightning cut to:

EXT. CHINA CITY

We see China City, which is China’s capital. A China-Mart is

visible, with the Made in China Factory next door, so that

people will see political commentary. Blue Things are

running around in the streets.

In the sky, we see Bonnie Bodacious and Franklin Ovaltine

flying with their ROCKET ARMS and ROCKET FEET.

Closer shot of the two, and Franklin activates the Kaleido

Crystal.

FRANKLIN

TIME TRAVEL GO!

He disappears and reappears with an earlier version of the

flying tank. It still has the pricetag on it. It was pretty

expensive.

FRANKLIN

TIME TRAVEL MULTIPLY!

The tank turns into a hundred tanks, flying in a V

formation. The tanks make blue things explode, while blue

things try to run to their spaceships. Bonnie flies down and

switches the China City flag for the American Fist Flag.

The citizens notice the flag switch and salute it, and take

out their guns and start shooting the spaceships down. One

citizen gets crushed by a spaceship that he shoots down

himself.

Bonnie flies up to two spaceships, weaving betweaen the

tanks. She grabs one and spins it around, slamming it into

the other. They fall into the smokestack of the Made in

China Factory.

Franklin is chased by ten spaceships that surround him and

Bonnie.

(CONTINUED)
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The debris from the spaceships shoots out of the smokestack

like a cannon in a ring shape and shoots the ten spaceships

out of the air. Franklin and Bonnie high five.

A blue thing is a flying robot suit teleports next to

Franklin and punches him far away. He hits a building and

flies through a window. He picks up a copier and drop kicks

it.

It hits the blue thing in the head and the blue thing

explodes.

We see Bonnie tying two tanks together and riding them down

towards a place where a bunch of blue things are putting

together a massive ship. The nameplate is visible, and

suitably ominous - the ship is called the WARHAMMER SPEED

SWORD.

Bonnie backflips off of the ships and hovers, watching as

the tanks careen into the WARHAMMER SPEED SWORD and all of

that stuff explodes. One of the blue things flies out of the

explosion with a jetpack. The blue thing is missing an arm,

and carrying a shotgun with the other. And the blue thing is

angry.

It shoots at Bonnie and she rockets forward, punching it in

the stomach. She reaches back and grabs the shotgun, but the

blue thing throws a grenade down the barrel.

The shotgun explodes and Bonnie skids across the ground. She

sits up - she suddenly remembers something! She taps her

robot ear.

BONNIE

Franklin! Can you hear me?!

FRANKLIN

So many SPACESHIIIIIPS.

BONNIE

CAN YOU HEAR ME?

FRANKLIN

SPACE SHIPS.

BONNIE

The China-Japan border is only six

Hz west of China City! *We’re* in

China City!

FRANKLIN

Luigi and the spaghetti robots! Of

course! Make it happen, Bonnie

Bodacious. Make it happen.

(CONTINUED)
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Bonnie gets up and flies fast towards a sign that says Japan

- SIX HZ WEST.

We see Franklin again, who flies his fist into several blue

things in a row, creating a stack of them, that he then

pushes into China Canyon.

He throws a net at a group of other nearby blue things and

tosses the net in as well.

A hideous amalgam of the aliens oozes from the canyon and

can fly now. Franklin unscrews his gun hand and clicks the

thumb out of place. It starts beeping it.

He throws it into the amalgam’s hideous mouth, and it

explodes hideously. The gun hand flies back like a boomerang

and attaches to Franklin’s arm.

FRANKLIN

Now that’s what I call a powerful

backhand!

He winks and flies away.

Franklin-fly-by cut to:

EXT. JAPAN-CHINA WALL

Bonnie flies down the road, and comes to the border, which

is a gigantic brick wall.

BONNIE

No! Not the Great Wall of China!

And I don’t remember the

combination.

She titls her head and enters a flashback.

INT. LECTURE HALL

A young Bonnie Bodacious is doodling Franklin Ovaltine in

her class. The subtitle reads "EIGHT YEARS AGO"

PROFESSOR

And that’s economics. But remember

- the combination to get through

the Great Wall of China is -

BONNIE BODACIOUS’S THOUGHTS

Oh, to work alongside Franklin

Ovaltine. We’d fall in love and

live forever on a mountain house!
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EXT. PENTAGON

The subtitle reads "IN THE SUMMER"

Franklin and General Ford are playing cards outside the

pentagon.

GEN. FORD

Say, do you know the combination to

the Great Wall of China?

FRANKLIN

No.

GEN. FORD

Neither do I. Gin rummy. I win.

FRANKLIN

NOOOOOOOOOO!

GEN. FORD

Ahahahahhahahahaha.

INT. MEXICAN WAR ROOM

The subtitle reads "A HUNDRED YEARS LATER IN ITALY"

An old man who resembles Luigi is talking to his

grandchildren, LUIGI III and PASTA.

OLD LUIGI

And I never-a learned-a the

combination to the Great Wall of

China-a.

LUIGI III

Papa Luigi! Ever-a-e-body knows-a

that! Bonnie Bodacious tolda us all

after she opened uppa the Great

Wall in the great-a alien

revolution-a.

PASTA

You tappa the brick-a marked with a

Z, then four left, tappa that, then

two up, then five right, pusha

that, then sixteen up and thirty

seven left, pressa that, then two

hundred and thirty nine right, and

one down, then clicka that one, and

the walla opendenza!

(CONTINUED)
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OLD LUIGI

Good work, Luigi III, good work,

Pasta. You are the best-a

grandchildren ever-o!

EXT. JAPAN-CHINA WALL

Bonnie Bodacious comes out of the Flashback and notices a

brick marked with a Z. She presses it in, moves four left,

presses that brick in, then two up, then five right, then

sixteen up and thirty seven left, then two hundred and

thirty nine right, then one down, and taps that brick.

The great wall rolls down and we see Luigi, the Japanese

scientists and the robot army on the other side.

DR. JAPAN

Thanks, Bonnie. We couldn’t

remember that.

BONNIE

No, thank Luigi III and Pasta, the

best-a grandchildren ever-o.

She high-fives Luigi.

LUIGI

I don’ta know what’s-a happening

right now!

EXT. CHINA CITY

Franklin Ovaltine is on fire. Sgt. Tracer throws water on

him.

FRANKLIN

I’ve heard of battles being a hot

zone, but this is ridiculous!

They share a laugh.

Enter Bonnie, Luigi and the Japan robots.

FRANKLIN

Then the wall is down?

BONNIE

As down as someone depressed!

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

Aha! Good wit! China and Japan are

now American. Next up, GERMANY!

NEWS FOOTAGE - ALL OVER AMERICA, WHICH IS NOW THE WHOLE

WORLD

We see Franklin pick up the Eiffel Tower and impale another

blue thing conglomerate with it. Bonnie picks up the

conglomerate’s LASER CANNON and shoots down a MOTHERSHIP,

which explodes.

REPORTER

(voice-over)

Five-Star General Franklin Ovaltine

took to the skies of the world

today to rain down the glorious

gift of independence. Here he is in

France, now known as The State of

Francedonia!

We see the debris raining down on Australia, where a blue

thing reporter is hit by it. We also see it raining down on

Ukraine, where we see Petervich’s Perogies, which erupts

into flame.

REPORTER

(voice-over)

Debris from the exploded mothership

rained down on neighbouring

countries Australia and Ukraine,

the last one of which was a place

where perogies were badly burnt!

Blue things died all over the

place.

We see a montage of gun-fist American flags placed on the

Sphinx, the Pyramids, the Leaning Tower of Pizza, Scotland

Yard, and the Koreadome.

REPORTER

Our proud nation known encompasses

99.9% of the Earth, with the only

nation left to be made free being

the small, insignificant land

known...

A picture of the fist flag morphs into a shot of Franklin’s

real fist. He sticks a finger out and points it at a globe,

the country about to be mentioned by the reporter.

(CONTINUED)
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REPORTER

As Canada.

EXT. CANADA FENCE

We see a fence with palm trees on one side and snow on the

other. Franklin and Bonnie are hiding in the palm tree. It

is nighttime.

BONNIE

I’m afraid, Franklin. What if

Canada... I... I can’t even say it!

FRANKLIN

It’s okay, Bonnie Bodacious. We’re

cyborgs.

BONNIE

You’re right. We are.

FRANKLIN

I know.

BONNIE

Thank you.

FRANKLIN

You’re welcome.

BONNIE

What’s the plan?

FRANKLIN

We move into Canada in the morning,

as long as nothing stops us. Then,

we hold a fireworks demonstration

and make everyone salute the flag.

That will give my fist the power of

patriotism and allow me to punch

the Biggest Mothership back to

Planet Alien.

BONNIE

Oh, Franklin. You’re my hero. Do

you know that?

FRANKLIN

I know.

BONNIE

Thank you.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

You’re welcome.

She swoons.

We pan past the fence and then down through the ground until

we see a near-endless series of gears and pistons begin to

activate slowly. They move faster and faster.

Pan back up to the fence.

It is day now. The Army of the United States of Earth stands

at the Canada Wall, hiding behind palm trees.

B.G. ICEMAN

We invade in 5.

FRANKLIN

Four.

LUIGI

Dos!

BONNIE

Two.

KING JEREMIAH

One.

B.G. ICEMAN

INVAAAAAA-

Except he doesn’t finish saying invade because the Canada

ground starts shaking. It begins to rise.

B.G. ICEMAN

What. Is. This!!

Canada stands up, because it was actually a giant robot the

whole time. Dramatic music swells, and Canada kicks most of

the army away. Only Iceman, Franklin, Luigi and Bonnie

remain.

CANADA

WHY HELLO THERE.

FRANKLIN

What. Are. You????!!!!

CANADA

I AM THE NORTHERN CONTINGENCY. THE

GREAT WHITE CYBORG HIDDEN LONG

BEFORE TIME BEGAN. I.

(CONTINUED)
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Canada’s eyes narrow.

CANADA

AM CANADA EH.

BONNIE

Franklin! If Canada isn’t really a

country, that means that the whole

world is America now. Use your flag

lightning!

FRANKLIN

Of course!

Franklin charges his hand. Red and white and blue lightning

dances around it, and he flies up to Canada and punches it

in the gut.

The force of the blast makes him land next to Bonnie, and

they turn to watch. Canada is covered in the lightning and

screaming. It glows like it is about to disintegrate but

then the glow moves to one of its arms.

CANADA

THANK YOU FOR CHARGING... THE

ULTIMATE LASER... OF LIFE... AND

DEATH!

It fires THE ULTIMATE LASER OF LIFE AND DEATH west.

EXT. CHINA CITY

The laser flies across the sky, and some of the lightning

residue shocks the residents of China City. The blue things

come back to life and the citizens disintegrate.

EXT. FRANCE

The blue monstrosity impaled by the Eiffel Tower takes it

out of him, while French people disintegrate all around him.

EXT. MEXICOVILLE FORTRESS

The laser shines across the sky.

The sombrero bears guarding the Mexicoville fortress

disintegrate, while the dead blue things sprawled around

them come back to life.
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EXT. MEXICAN CRATER

The laser curves around through the sky and shoots straight

into the crater. The asteroid base glows and revives itself,

with Delilah O’Villainy laughing on top.

The crater also repairs itself and we see blue things coming

back to life.

EXT. CANADA FENCE

FRANKLIN

Did you see that?!

B.G. ICEMAN

It’s all over! Fall back!

FRANKLIN

(inspirational)

We can’t fall back! Not while the

United States of America is alive!

Not while an inch of passion

remains deep within our hearts! Not

while passion is the fire that

ignites us. Not while hearts are

the pride of our minds!! Not then.

Not ever. And not. Now.

Franklin flies into the air and points at Canada.

FRANKLIN

You will not tread on us, Canada!

You will fall before our United

States of MIGHT and HONOR.

CANADA

NO... YOU! WILL FALL.

The trees that cover much of Canada shoot from the robot

like missiles. Bonnie Bodacious flies up to meet with

Franklin and then each grab several of the missiles and bend

them and throw them away one at a time. They each end up

with one tree missile which they aim at Canada’s feet. The

two missiles hit each other and Canada falls back a bit,

almost falling over.

FRANKLIN

We can’t hold it off forever! If it

regains balance long enough it will

punch the Earth and we’ll all die!

(CONTINUED)
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BONNIE

Now that’s what I call a bad day.

They take aim with their gun hands and shoot a barrage of

ROCKETS at the Canada robot. It is unbalanced further, but

refuses to fall.

Franklin and Bonnie run out of rockets.

BONNIE

I’m rocket-dry!

FRANKLIN

No! It’s standing straight again!

Canada laughs maniacally

CANADA

YOU WILL NOT DEFEAT THE CANADA. AND

NOW THE EARTH SHALL FALL, AND BE

TAKEN BY WE, THE PLANET ALIEN.

Canada draws a massive warhammer and holds it above its

head, before its attention is drawn by something.

CANADA

WHAT.

We turn to see the MOON getting closer and closer. Zoom in

on the moon to see that one of the craters is a domed

cockpit, with President Nicolas Cage flying it.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Get outta my way, Canada. I’m the

PRESIDENT!

The moon unfolds into a round, giant robot that picks up

Canada and takes it off of the Earth, throwing it into

space.

The asteroid base flies by and smashes the Moonbot in the

head.

The Moonbot swirls around trying to swat the asteroid like a

fly but it cannot. Canada lands and tries to tackle the

Moonbot, but they become tangled and remain steady, each

trying to push the other over.

B.G. ICEMAN

We have to retreat! If either of

those puppies goes down, so do we.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

You’re right. Where to?

B.G. ICEMAN

Akira Tigerblood and the remaining

leaders of Earth are hidden in

England Castle in the Europes.

FRANKLIN

Then to England shall we go. TIME

TRAVEL ENGLAND.

Iceman, Franklin and Bonnie vanish away.

LUIGI

Hey! Wait-a for mio!

Luigi vanishes after them.

Giant robot stomp out to:

INT. ENGLAND CASTLE.

Akira Tigerblood, Dr. Scientist and the penguin are playing

cards.

PENGUIN

Three nines.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Three kings.

DR. SCIENTIST

Royal flush.

PENGUIN

Whaaaaaaa?

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

That’s the last time I play cards

with smartest person on Earth!

They share a laugh.

Iceman, Franklin, Bonnie and Luigi unvanish behind the card

table.

B.G. ICEMAN

I have a plan.

(CONTINUED)
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AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Of course!

B.G. ICEMAN

There is a portal to the Biggest

Mothership hidden in the alien

headquarters where Washington once

stood. While the President and the

moon match wits with Canada and the

asteroid, we’ll go to Washington

and fight the head aliens there.

Maybe we can even find a way to

shut down the Canada Robot.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

But how will we get there? The

alien EMP shut down all planes and

helicopters, and a boat would take

YEARS.

B.G. ICEMAN

That is where you come in, Dr.

Scientist, and you, Franklin, and

Bonnie. It is time for all of us to

learn your ways. The way of the

cyborg.

A rock musical montage begins. We see Akira Tigerblood

hovering in an energy field. He is then decked out by Dr.

Scientist in a robot parka. We see him point at a practice

dummy and shoot a freeze ray from one arm. His other arm

shoots triple harpoons that shatter the dummy.

Freeze frame on his action pose. A title card reads AKIRA

TIGERBLOOD.

We see Iceman, hovering in a similar energy field. Dr.

Scientist fits him with an ATOMIC HEART that glows bright

red. Dr. Scientist and Franklin fight a robot spider in the

cage next to the blind robot octopus. The spider shoots

flaming lasers out of its eight eyes but Dr. Scientist uses

a FORCE SHIELD. They cut off six of the spiders arms with

their BROADSWORDS and take three of its laser eyes.

Iceman is fitting with two laser spider eyes, and given

sunglasses overtop of them. He is also given six extra arms

that extend from his back, each with a rocket launcher and

grenade launcher attached to it. He shoots rockets with two

of them and a grenade with each other. Freeze frame on that

action pose.

A title card reads BRIGADIER GENERAL MAVERICK X. ICEMAN

(CONTINUED)
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We see the penguin floating in the energy field. Dr.

Scientist points to a massive robot that looks like a

bipedal tank, with a small penguin-shaped cockpit. The

penguin flies over to it and gets in, and the wires wrap

around him and he becomes one with it. It becomes more of a

penguin shape and strikes a pose.

Freeze frame. A title card reads JAMES PENGUIN.

The two Golden Warriors are fused together into one massive

Golden Warrior and fitted with the remaining laser eye and

rocket-grenade arms from the spider.

The massive mix hovers in the air and strikes a

break-dancing pose.

Freeze frame. A title card reads THE PLATNIUM WARRIOR.

Dr. Scientist builds a pair of wings and attaches them to

himself like a backpack. They also include something like

the flame pack of a flamethrower, except it shoots liquid

metal out of the nozzle.

He fires the liquid metal thrower at another practice dummy

which falls through the floor with the added weight.

Dr. Scientist flips his hair back and winks at the camera.

Freeze frame. A title card reads DR. JOHN SCIENTIST,

SMARTEST PERSON ON EARTH.

We see Luigi eating a pizza.

Freeze frame. A title card reads LUIGI.

The music record scratches.

BONNIE

Silly Luigi!

The music starts again and we see Luigi floating in the

energy field.

Dr. Scientist finishes a massive robotic body, the same size

as the Platnium Warrior and puts Luigi inside it. The torso

includes an oven, from which Luigi pulls a slice of pizza

and starts eating it.

Freeze frame. A title card reads MEGA LUIGI.

Franklin Ovaltine and Bonnie Bodacious are seen hovering in

twin energy fields. They are each given more cyborg

attachments and bigger guns. Franklin Ovaltine now looks

identical to Future Ovaltine.

(CONTINUED)
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The team poses in front of a waving American fist-flag.

Freeze frame. A title card reads THE EXCELLENT EIGHT, and

the music reaches its climax.

They unfreeze and Franklin flies through the screen,

punching a hole in it, serving as the cut to:

INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - CONTROL ROOM

Pan through the dark room until we see a glowing cylinder.

Inside is Blue Thing #0 punching and kicking in front of a

massive screen.

We see the massive screen. It is the Canada robot, matching

Blue Thing #0’s motions. It punches the moonbot repeatedly.

Blue Thing #2 enters.

BLUE THING #2

Hey, Blue Thing Zero, I have a

question.

Blue Thing #0 turns around angrily. The Canada robot turns

around angrily on screen.

BLUE THING #0

What?!

EXT. ARCTIC OCEAN, WHERE CANADA ONCE WAS.

President Cage maneuvers the robot around behind Canada.

CANADA

WHAT?!

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Well, well, well. Looks like

Daddy’s got a powerful bag!

The moonbot leaps at the Canada robot’s legs and topples it

over.

INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - CONTROL ROOM

Blue Thing #0 falls over inside the cylinder and the room

shakes.

BLUE THING #0

Blue Thing Two! Don’t bug me when

I’m controlling Canada! I’m trying

to invade a planet, moron!

(CONTINUED)
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BLUE THING #2

Sorry, I was trying to ask you...

what happens when Franklin Ovaltine

comes to the door? Do we let him

in?

BLUE THING #0

What.

EXT. ARCTIC OCEAN, WHERE CANADA ONCE WAS.

CANADA

What.

The moonbot picks up Canada and piledrives it into the

ground. The asteroid base shoots tiny asteroids at the

moonbot. The cockpit shatters and a rock scratches across

Nic Cage’s face.

INT. SECRET ASTEROID COCKPIT

Delilah O’Villainy is driving, laughing maniacally. As she

banks around and a crosshair appears on Nic Cage’s face, a

phone rings.

She presses a button on the dashboard.

DELILAH

Delilah.

BLUE THING #0

(voice-over)

Delilah, we have a problem.

Franklin Ovaltine is in Washington.

Set the asteroid to auto-fight and

teleport back here.

DELILAH

Right away.

She presses two buttons in order - Auto-Fight and Teleport.

Those things happen.

INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - CONTROL ROOM

Delilah appears next to Blue Thing #2.

(CONTINUED)
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BLUE THING #0

Blue Thing Two, get in the Canada

controller. I need to go meet

Ovaltine myself.

Blue Thing #2 gets in the cylinder and begins slapping

wildly, as the Canada robot does the same.

Delilah and Blue Thing #0 walk out of the room dramatically

in slow motion.

Door close to:

EXT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - FRONT DOOR

Franklin, Bonnie and Akira Tigerblood are standing outside

the door. Franklin rings the doorbell.

FRANKLIN

Maybe they’re not here?

The door breaks down as Delilah bursts through it. She

tackles Bonnie, who rolls into a combat pose, that Delilah

mirrors.

BONNIE

Go on inside! I’ll deal with

O’Villainy!

FRANKLIN

I’ll come back for you!

BONNIE

Just go!

FRANKLIN

But I’ll come back!

BONNIE

That’s very nice. Go.

FRANKLIN

I’ll return later.

He goes, followed by Akira.

Bonnie reels back and punches Delilah, which serves as a

transition to:
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EXT. ARCTIC OCEAN, WHERE CANADA ONCE WAS.

Canada punches the Moonbot, and it flies into space. The

moonbot pulls out a gun-like object, and loads three

satellites into it.

The moonbot lands back on Earth and shoots the first

satellite at Canada. Canada stumbles back, but shakes it

off.

Canada drops into a running headbutt, but the moonbot steps

aside and kicks the back of Canada’s legs.

Canada backflips and pins the moonbot to the ground hard.

INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - HALLWAY

Pan up from the floor to see Franklin and Akira covered in

ammo and weapons, cyborg parts glowing and giant guns in

each hand.

FRANKLIN

It’s time

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

for the karate.

They run down the hallway, while two blue things leap out of

either side of the wall every few feet that they run.

Franklin turns and fires two grenades back. The grenades

explode and Akira freezes the explosion with his freeze ray.

A blue fist punches through the frozen explosion and reveals

the horde has become a Blue Amalgam.

Akira shoots his triple harpoon and flies up to the amalgam.

He wrenches the mouth open and Franklin tosses another

grenade into the mouth. Akira pulls his harpoons out and

flies down the hallway and rolls along the ground, standing

next to Franklin.

Blue explosion cut to:

INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - CAFETERIA

Two blue things are eating lunch, which is human feet. They

look out the window. We see three of Franklin’s multiplied

flying tanks coming towards them.

(CONTINUED)
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WITTY BLUE THING

*Tanks* for the meal, but I gotta

run!

They share a laugh and run away. The lead tank fires a

rocket and the cafeteria explodes. The tanks land on the

barren, devastated floor, and their drivers step out - the

mechanical penguin, the winged Dr. Scientist and the awesome

cyborg spider version of Brigadier General Iceman.

B.G. ICEMAN

(into radio)

We’re in, Sarge. Set up the

barricade.

SERGEANT GRANT

Yes, sir.

EXT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - ROOF

The Platnium Warrior and Mega Luigi land on the roof and

look up to see a gigantic electric fence dome being placed

over the Washington Alien Headquarters.

PLATNIUM WARRIOR

Fence dome in place, fence dome in

place.

LUIGI

Why-a are you saying things-a

twice?

PLATNIUM WARRIOR

We are two, so that is how we

speak, we are two, so that is how

we speak.

LUIGI

That’s a really annoyingo.

PLATNIUM WARRIOR

Sorry.

LUIGI

Hey-a, it’s okay! My accent’s

annoying too!

They share a laugh. They punch through the roof, and pull it

up, then leap down the hole.
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EXT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - DOOR

Bonnie has pinned Delilah to the ground. Delilah elbows

Bonnie in the shin and rolls onto her back, taking out a

gun.

She shoots at Bonnie, and the bullets dent cyborg parts. One

bullet grazes her still-human upper arm.

Bonnie leaps into the air and flies up very far, then dives

down shooting with her gun hand. Delilah does an intricate

martial arts flippy manuever and dodges all fifty bullets.

Bonnie clenches her fist and lands on it, denting the ground

and causing a mini-earthquake. She flips on to her feet, and

Delilah is shaken. The ground opens up and Delilah teeters

on the edge.

She starts to fall over and then rights herself and spins

around, shooting at Bonnie once more. Then her gun clicks.

It is out of bullets.

BONNIE

Out of bullets, O’Villainy? Cause I

never run out of bullets.

DELILAH

Aww, did you repress my real name?

It’s Delilah OVALTINE, remember?

BONNIE

How dare you.

DELILAH

You can shoot me time and time

again and I’ll just die all over

the place, but you can never shoot

the memory of me. The memory of me

will not die, not even once. I will

always be Franklin’s true love.

BONNIE

Love this.

She aims her finger at Delilah and shoots a bullet. The

bullet hits Delilah and she laughs.

DELILAH

Hahaha! The same thing can’t kill

the same person twice! Guess a

stupid person like you wouldn’t

know SCIENCE then, huh?

Ahahahahahaha.

(CONTINUED)
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Bonnie’s arm transforms into a super rocket launcher with

quadruple laser sight.

BONNIE

Science this.

Bonnie shoots the rockets and Delilah explodes

spectacularly. Bonnie hits the ground, breathing heavily.

We see her arm unit - it says LIFE POWER - 2.39% REMAINING.

Dramatic music swells.

INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - STAIRCASE

We see Franklin shooting blue things on a massive spiral

staircase.

Franklin looks at his arm unit. It says BONNIE BODACIOUS

LIFE POWER - 2.34% REMAINING.

FRANKLIN

No! Akira Tigerblood, I’ve got to

save Bonnie!

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Go. My karate will protect me.

Akira Tigerblood kicks a blue thing in the face.

Franklin leaps down the staircase and flies away.

Akira Tigerblood shoots his triple harpoon into three blue

things and tries to reel it in but the other blue things

leap on it and grab the harpoon points and try to pull Akira

in instead.

Akira Tigerblood shoots his freeze ray at them, but their

fellow blue things leap on his arm and wrench the freeze ray

away. They begin to dismantle it.

Akira Tigerblood screams.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

That’s how he screams.

In flies Dr. Scientist, shooting half the horde with liquid

metal.

(CONTINUED)
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The mostly-robotic penguin flies behind him, shooting his

beak machine gun and killing many of the aliens holding

Akira down.

Brigadier General Iceman kicks the door down. He has a cigar

in his mouth.

B.G. ICEMAN

Welcome to the fire. Population

you.

He points his six rocket-grenade arms at the aliens, and

they spin wildly. As they also have machine guns, those fire

and more aliens die.

PENGUIN

Woah woah! He might hit us!

DR. SCIENTIST

Robot spiders cannot attack the

pure of heart, and neither can

their bullets.

PENGUIN

You learn something new every day,

don’t you?

The penguin elbows an alien in the face and machine guns

others. Akira is now free of them, and shoots his freeze ray

at a vent that a new horde is about to crawl out of.

However aliens keep coming in and the four are pushed

against a wall. The four of them fire their weapons wildly.

Weapon shots cut to:

EXT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - DOOR

Franklin runs outside towards Bonnie Bodacious, but there is

a swivel chair in the way.

The swivel chair turns to reveal Blue Thing #0.

BLUE THING #0

You know, Franklin... We may have

only discovered your planet a few

days ago but it’s starting to feel

like home to me.

FRANKLIN

This home’s not big enough for

aliens, Blue Thing.

(CONTINUED)
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BLUE THING #0

Please, call me... Franklin.

FRANKLIN

I don’t believe you.

BLUE THING #0

Franklin as in... Franklin

Ovaltine.

FRANKLIN

I still don’t believe you.

BLUE THING #0

One day, you will go back in time

and become one of us. It would take

the power of an entire SUN to

destroy you, so you’ll live

forever. You already have the

Kaleido Crystal, so you know you

can go back. In a hundred years,

you will develop the ability to

shapeshift into a blue thing, and

you will realize your destiny.

FRANKLIN

You are not me. I’m not... I’m not

one of you!

BLUE THING #0

That’s what I said.

Muahahahahahaha.

Franklin shoots him, and Blue Thing #0 dies. But after he

dies, red, white and blue lightning flashes around him, and

he melts into an elderly version of Franklin in a futuristic

outfit.

FRANKLIN

Oh no... I killed my future me! I

invaded Earth! What have I done?!

Bonnie’s cyborg parts start beeping, and she groans in pain.

Franklin runs over, and picks her up, and attaches her arm

to his. We see his power go from 100% to 40, and hers go

from 0.4 to 25.

BONNIE

No matter who you are, I still love

you, Franklin Ovaltine.

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN

I should have known! Of course!

That’s why you killed Delilah!

BONNIE

Twice!

They share a laugh.

FRANKLIN

I promise I’ll never become him.

I’ll even give away my time travel

for it.

He rips the Kaleido Crystal out of his chest and throws it

towards the fortress.

FRANKLIN

Because I love you too, Bonnie

Bodacious.

They kiss, and we pan down to their power gauges on their

arm which go from 25 and 40 to 1000%.

Heart wipe to:

EXT. ARCTIC OCEAN, WHERE CANADA ONCE WAS.

The blue thing that sold souvenirs climbs up the face of the

moon and oozes into Nic Cage’s cockpit. It punches Cage in

the face, and Cage flails his arms wildly to try to dislodge

him.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

GET OFF. OF MY FAAAAACE.

This makes the moonbot arms flail. Canada winds up its arm,

and the punches Nic Cage’s moonbot several times until it

hits the ground. Canada screams wildly and starts kicking

it, until Nic Cage holds up his hands.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Stop! Stop! No! Not more! No!

The blue thing in the cockpit punches out Cage and leaps out

of the cockpit and runs away.

Canada picks up the Moonbot and hurls it like a javelin into

space. It impales Mars and we hear it sizzle.

Canada and the Souvenir Blue Thing laugh.
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EXT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - ROOF

Mega Luigi punches through the roof, sending a bunch of Blue

Things flying. The Platnium Warrior follows, on fire. They

look up at Mars.

LUIGI

They-a killed-a the President!

PLATNIUM WARRIOR

NO NO!!!

LUIGI

We have-a to help-a!

PLATNIUM WARRIOR

Grab on.

Luigi grabs the Platnium Warrior’s arm, and the Platnium

Warrior shimmers away.

EXT. ARCTIC OCEAN, WHERE CANADA ONCE WAS.

Luigi and the Platnium Warrior reappear next to Canada’s

head and fly around it, shooting all their weapons.

Canada swats the Platnium Warrior away, but misses Luigi.

The Souvenir Blue Thing takes out a gun and tries to shoot

Luigi, but Luigi launches a giant pizza out his oven chest,

and crushes it into blue goo.

Canada starts shooting tree missiles, but Luigi activates a

forceshield.

LUIGI

Inna my country, trees were for

making noodles out of! Notta

shooting atta people!

Luigi opens the oven door on his robot and shoots a massive

heat ray at Canada, melting the snow on it, and causing it

to not be able to breathe from the heat.

It roars, and punches wildly, the second punch hitting Luigi

and causing him to spin out and land on the ground. He has

to climb out of his robot body.

The Canada Robot stands over Luigi ominously.

(CONTINUED)
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CANADA

NOW YOU DIE, SMALL ITALIAN MAN.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

(off-screen)

Not quite, Canada!

In space, we see the moon be reeled into the center of Mars,

and Mars unfolds into a massive power suit that the moon

wears to become more powerful.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Hoorah! Seems that Mars was a robot

too, sucker! Aw yeah!

The Mars-armored Moonbot flies down and kicks Canada all the

way to Venus, where it skids across the ground, unconscious.

INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - STAIRCASE

At the bottom of the staircase, Akira Tigerblood, Dr.

Scientist, B.G. Iceman and the penguin are still stuck

against the wall. All of them are fighting wildly and

spectacularly, but are losing ground.

Iceman blows up a group of aliens with a grenade and one

lands at his feet, the Kaleido Crystal in its hand.

B.G. ICEMAN

Oh no... Franklin! Guys, guys, I

just found -

B.G. Iceman is shot and falls. His ATOMIC HEART starts

beating.

B.G. ICEMAN

...the Kaleido Crystal...

The aliens stop advancing.

BLUE THING #3

Is that... an ATOMIC HEART?

WITTY BLUE THING

It sure isn’t a coffee maker!

BLUE THING #3

We should run.

They run away.

(CONTINUED)
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PENGUIN

Iceman, turn off the atoms. They’ll

destroy us! Also, don’t die!

B.G. ICEMAN

You can escape... use... the Time

Travel.

DR. SCIENTIST

He’s right. If Franklin is dead,

Bonnie probably is too. And

according to my location monitor

chips, Luigi and the Platnium

Warrior are nowhere near here.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

Maverick, you’re a good man for

destroying the aliens.

B.G. ICEMAN

Akira Tigerblood, you do the

Eskimoans proud.

They salute each other.

B.G. ICEMAN

Now go!

DR. SCIENTIST

Goodbye, Brigadier. We’ll make sure

they make a really cool statue of

you.

B.G. ICEMAN

Make sure... there are...

fireworks.

Dr. Scientist, Akira Tigerblood and the Penguin put their

hands on the Kaleido Crystal.

ALL

TIME TRAVEL GO.

They time travel go.

B.G. ICEMAN

Time travel go indeed, gentlemen.

Time travel go indeed.

He punches his atomic heart and it shatters.
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EXT. SPACE

We see Earth, namely over Washington. A gigantic mushroom

cloud encompasses most of the East coast. A few blue things

are hurled into the space by the blast. They scream as they

fly through space.

EXT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - DOOR

Franklin and Bonnie are still kissing and the blast does not

affect them. As the blast dies down, they stop.

BONNIE

What... what just happened?

FRANKLIN

We were protected. By the power of

love.

BONNIE

Aw.

They turn to see the devastated fortress, where the cylinder

for controlling the Canada robot is now visible due to half

of the fortress being missing.

Blue Thing #2 is dead, but Franklin’s eye zooms in on the

screen, which reads AUTO FIGHT.

On screen, Canada gets up and activates its rocket feet,

flying towards Earth and the Mars-armored Moonbot.

FRANKLIN

Bonnie! You have to get out of

here! Deactivate the electric fence

dome and find the others. I have

something I have to do.

BONNIE

But-

FRANKLIN

Just go, my wonderful, wonderful

Bonnie. Just go.

Bonnie flies away, and Franklin turns to the screen. His

eyes narrow, and the screen narrows with them.

Screen narrow out to:
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EXT. ARCTIC OCEAN, WHERE CANADA ONCE WAS.

Luigi is watching the fight in the air, where Canada is

doing some serious damage to the Mars-armored Moonbot.

The penguin, Dr. Scientist and Akira Tigerblood appear next

to him, holding the Kaleido Crystal. Akira looks down at the

Platnium Warrior, which has split back into the four Golden

Warriors.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

(sad)

I called them... my golden

warriors.

They look up to see the Canada robot shut down for a second.

PENGUIN

What’s going on?

DR. SCIENTIST

The robot is going into manual

again! Someone’s at the controls.

CANADA

STOP!

Canada holds up its hands.

CANADA

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE. THIS IS

FRANKLIN OVALTINE. DO NOT BE

ALARMED.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

I’ll show you alarmed, my

hockey-playing amigo.

President Cage punches Canada and sends it flying into space

again, towards Venus. It orbits around Venus, and President

Cage flies after it. He lands on Venus and picks up Canada.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Now, where were we!

CANADA

PRESIDENT CAGE.
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INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - CONTROL ROOM

Franklin is wincing in pain, and yelling at Cage.

FRANKLIN

This is U.S. Five-Star General

Franklin Ovaltine, Cyborg at Law!

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

What’s that?

EXT. SPACE

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

I couldn’t hear you over the sun!

Nic Cage hurls Canada towards the sun. Canada tries to

activate its rocket feet but the pull of the sun is too

much.

LUIGI

No! It’s-a Franklin, President

Cage!

The Mars-armored Moonbot’s head turns towards Earth.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Franklin? No!

Canada struggles against the pull.

CANADA

DON’T COME ANY CLOSER, PRESIDENT.

THE GRAVITON OF THE SUN IS TOO HOT.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Get out of the module!

CANADA

THE CANADA ROBOT IS TOO MUCH OF A

THREAT TO BE LEFT INTACT. TELL

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD...

INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - CONTROL ROOM

FRANKLIN

...I am karate.

He rips his gun arm off and screams in pain.
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EXT. SPACE

The Canada robot rips off the arm with the ULTIMATE LASER on

it, and tosses it towards Cage like a fastball.

CANADA

MERRY CHRISTMAS, MR. PRESIDENT.

Canada turns towards the sun and activates its rocket feet.

CANADA

AHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

It hits the sun and explodes.

INT. WASHINGTON ALIEN HEADQUARTERS - CONTROL ROOM

The capsule Franklin is in explodes. He climbs out of it,

mostly exploded, and about to die.

He drags himself along the ground with his remaining arm,

and we hear a scream. It is Bonnie Bodacious. She runs up to

him and picks him up in her arms.

EXT. CANADA FENCE

The Marsbot is now standing where Canada once stood, holding

Canada’s laser arm. Luigi, Akira and the penguin are

standing on the palm tree side.

Bonnie Bodacious hovers down to the ground with Franklin in

her arms.

FRANKLIN

Nic... Cage... sir... you...

have... the power... now. Use...

He coughs. Bonnie gasps, Luigi cries.

FRANKLIN

...the... laser... of... no...

the... ultimate... laser of...

of...

He coughs. Akira gasps, the penguin looks away.

FRANKLIN

...of life. Of... life and...

death.

(CONTINUED)
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PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

I don’t have the right charge

though... where can I find a power

source that grand?

FRANKLIN

The hearts of the cyborgs... are

pure... and the fists of the

noble... are made... of guns.

The American national anthem swells in the background, and

we see a montage of people watching fireworks all over the

world. Banners read "Goodbye aliens!" and "Hooray for the

Excellent Eight!" They are all saluting the fist flag.

Franklin holds up his fist which sparks with red, white and

blue energy, and fires the blast into the ultimate laser

that the Mars-armored Moonbot is holding.

FRANKLIN

Use... the ... power... of... the

people!

Nic Cage fires the gun and it fires a laser that spreads

across the whole world.

We see that same montage, but with the laser going

everywhere. Broken buildings become whole again, people come

back to life.

We even see the White House restored, and then the backup

White House.

Franklin turns to see the ghosts of General Ford, B.G.

Iceman, Edward Ovaltine and the Gelato Blue Thing.

GEN. FORD

You did good, Frank.

B.G. ICEMAN

Now come on. There’s a new

adventure ahead for you.

FRANKLIN

Just... a second, Jim, Mav. I’ll...

be... right there.

He turns back to the living people.

FRANKLIN

Before... I... go... I... want...

you... to... know... how...

proud... I... am... of... all...

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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FRANKLIN (cont’d)
of... you. You truly... are...

the... best of... the... best.

BONNIE

No! Franklin! Don’t go!

FRANKLIN

Bonnie... Bodacious... I... have to

go... it was... always... destined

to be... I will... always... love

you... until... the day... I die...

I... promise.

BONNIE

That’s so sweet of you. Me too.

PENGUIN

Bye, Franklin. You were like the

brother I never had.

AKIRA TIGERBLOOD

And the son I always wanted.

NIC CAGE

And the cyborg hero who saved the

world from cannibal aliens.

LUIGI

And-a the worst-a cook I knew!

They share a laugh.

FRANKLIN

See you... on... the... other...

side...

He coughs.

FRANKLIN

...of life...

He coughs.

FRANKLIN

...and death...

He coughs.

FRANKLIN

...in another time... and place...

far from this one... but not as

far... as... I... would... think.

We... will...

(CONTINUED)
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He coughs and his eyes slowly close. He takes a deep breath.

FRANKLIN

...never... be apart... as long as

you...

His eyes close.

FRANKLIN

...are cyborgs.

Then he’s dead.

Dancing skeleton cut to:

EXT. WHITE HOUSE LAWN

It is the funeral for Franklin Ovaltine. President Nic Cage

is giving the eulogy. There is a statue of Ovaltine next to

him, next to statues for Gen. Ford and B.G. Iceman.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Franklin Ovaltine was... a brave

man. He had the heart of a machine,

but the soul of a noble gentleman.

He was my friend, and the victim of

my surprisingly accurate sun toss.

I will always remember his last

words. We will never be apart-

FRANKLIN

(off-screen)

That’s right we won’t!

The crowd gasps and looks up to see Franklin hovering down

on his rocket feet, Kaleido Crystal and gun arm replaced.

The remaining members of the Excellents get up and hug him.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

How can I repay you for what you’ve

done?

FRANKLIN

Your beautiful words are more than

enough, President.

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

No they’re not. That’s a lie.

FRANKLIN

No, I’m serious. That’s enough.
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PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

Well, I can’t accept that. How

would you like to be president?

FRANKLIN

Okay!

PRESIDENT NICOLAS CAGE

All hail President Franklin

Ovaltine!

The crowd cheers and we zoom out, farther and farther til we

pass an office building. We pan up and see Franklin looking

down towards the celebration.

He smiles, and clicks his gun hand to load it.

FRANKLIN

TIME TRAVEL GO!

Title card: THE END.

EXT. MEXICOVILLE

After the credits.

A badly disguised blue thing with a moustache walks up to a

woman in a poncho. It is Delilah O’Villainy.

MOUSTACHE BLUE THING

Delilah. How have you been?

DELILAH

Fairly good. I’ve died twice,

though.

MOUSTACHE BLUE THING

True. How would you like to get

back at Franklin Ovaltine?

DELILAH

I’d like that very much.

MOUSTACHE BLUE THING

Except this time we won’t use

Cannibal Aliens from Outer Space.

DELILAH

Oh no? What will we use then?

(CONTINUED)
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MOUSTACHE BLUE THING

The Underwater Vampires... of the

Volcano Dimension!!

That’s the sequel.


